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thanks from anyone, or thinking that anyone can ever
become grateful."
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for the help they gave him in the writing of this thesis
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Marketing Association, and Wilson Parfitt, secretary and
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cooperation, without which the whole project would have

been impossible.
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writer tor his research provided the information on which
this thesis is base-*
'inird,

thanks and gratitude to Nancy Klaprat, the

Association's charming librarian, who knows the contents
of the Association's rather extensive library so

thoroughly as to impress even the most jaded researcher.
She and the other lovely ladles in the Association's

Infonsation Center were ever-helpful in finding the right

material for which this writer was searching*

In addition,

they mailed material from Chicago to Kadison with such

precision and regularity that the U.3. Post uffice must
have believed there was a new "Book-of-the-Bay" Club*
fourth, thanks and gratitude to llobert Liadquist

who gave of his valuable time in a personal interview that

provided much insight into the subject of financial
advertising and public relations and into the history of
the Financial Advertisers Association.
Fifth, a great deal of thanks and gratitude to my
wife, Layne, and my children who put up with irritable
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insufferable clack-clack-clack of the typewriter.
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added word of appreciation to Layne who transcribed page
after page of tape-recorded notes*

The fact that she still

likes to listen to me talk, sometimes. Is testimony to her

dedication to this project—and to me*
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And, to all others who helped this writer from

time to tine. Including in no small way the
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which provided the opportunity to come to the Universi
of Wisconsin, thanks and gratitude are extended.
Gains Valerus Catullus, you old c;vnic, you can be
wrongl
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This thesis is * history of the Financial

Advertisers Association {SAX) from 1915 to 19*7 •

2as #AA

i

was organised in 1915 as a departmental of the Associated

Advertising Clubs of the World (aAC&W), a confederation of
advertising clubs dedicated to promoting truth and integrity
in advertising and in developing professionalism among

advertising men.

file

active departmentals*

FAA espoused the ideals of this

The ?AA was the first, and for ma

years the only, organisation within the financial community
solely concerned with advertising, publicity, public
relations, and the development of new business techniques*
It functioned through an awakening among bankers to the

value of communicating with the public, through a reversion

by bankers to more conservative communication philosphies
after the 1929 Crash, and through a revitaliaation of
interest in advertising and public relations after the

1933 Bank Holiday*

It also operated through the period

of the development in

modem public relations philosophies

end techniques.
In 19*7. the limiting date of this thesis, the FAA
1

.

changed its name to the Financial Public delations

Association to batter reflect the interests it had embraced
for many year
!I3ie

«.

purpose of this thesis is to contribute to

public relations history by describing the growth of the
FAA, its activities within the backing community, and the

services It provided its memborahi

m

1915-19^7 •

It

will also attest an evaluation of the performance and of

the influence of the FAA in the acceptance and development

of advertising and public relations within the financial

community— that is, among banks and trust cocpaniea*

iMs

thesis has four main chapters, a conclusion

and summary, an epilogue, and this introduction.

Chapter II

is a general description of the activities and attitudes

of United States bankers vis-a-vis the American public

from 1800 to 191 5*

Its purpose is to review the antecedents

of modern financial advertising and public relations up to
1913 in order to set the stage for the founding of the FAA.

Chapter III is a description of the £AA v s founding, the

breadth of interests of the Association, its growth in
terms of membership and activities, !%• recognition within

the financial community, and a statement of its aims and
purposes*

Chapter IV will describe the principal services

provided the £AA members from

191>»1W»

mm** Qfamyt

will examine certain indicators ot the quality of ?AA

performance and of the influence the FAA had within the

.

financial community In developing an interest and a belief

in advertising, public relatione, end new business techniques.
In Chapter,

;ondusions will be rescued regarding

the performance and influence of the FAA*

The Epilogue

will be the writer's personal evaluation and trends within

the Association after 194? as an indication of the need
for further study of this organisation and of financial

advertising and public relations generally*

Primary source material for this thesis includes i
FAA convention transcripts, known as Reports of

yroce^^fyt

*»• ?** monthly publication, Bulletin s

financial records; newspaper and magazine articles i news-

paper financial advertising; personal interviews; membership
studies; committee reports, the original FAA constitution

and by-laws, and other miscellaneous FAA records*
Secondary sources include: books on financial advertising

and public relations, on advertising and public relations

in general, and on united States banking and economic
history*

She method of research was to read each of the
ttsporta of Proceedipjts from 1916-19*7 and each of the

Bulletins from 1916-19*7; to read pertinent aagnelne and

newspaper articles of the activities of the FAA and of the
financial community that could be gleaned from readers*

guides and bibliographies*

2he files of the FAA were

investigated and pertinent committee reports, financial

.

toHMi

reports, and unpublished papers were read.

Interviews

were conducted with Association executive officers and with
Robert Lindquiat, a long time member, former PAA president,

and author of financial public relations books.

In

addition several works on financial advertising and public
relations and on advertising and public relations generally

and on United States economic and banking history were

ymwfmi«

'-he

ImM&MI

iMatoflN

laTHlmtiial (Aim)

mttalls:

relations chief was queried by telephone to confirm the
date of origination and the make-up of the ABA's early

public relations committee v sometimes called a commission.
In this research it became apparent that the

meanings of certain words used by the financial community
to describe its efforts to communicate with the public

created confusion.

" Advertising"

was often used not only

in its narrow meaning of paid space in a publication or

paid time in the electronic media, but interchangeab
with "publicity, " used in the sense of unpaid promotion
about a service or an institution.

In addition,

"advertising" in the title of a bank officer also caused
confusion, for it was meant to describe a wide variety of

functions that often included employee and customer
relations and the development of new business.

It appeared

that "advertising" was often used as a term to describe a

multitude of functions commonly ascribed to "public
relations" today.

*n&, it appeared that "advertising" and

i

m*4

»

'•publicity" were the antecedents of

modem public relatione

Shis confusion over the

in the financial community.

mean 1ng of these terms and the functions of bank advertising men will be examined in Chapter 1X1*

However « for

the purpose of this thesis in order to eliminate some of

that confusion the following definitions of the terms
"advertising, " "publicity f

and "public relations" will

apply* unless specifically qualified:

an act or practice of bringing anything
as one's wants or one's business into public notice h^j paid
announcements in periodicals, on billboards, etc., or on
i. Advertisings

radio. 1
2. Publioity* the state of being brought to public
notice \>j announcements (aside from advertisements) hy
mention in the press, on the radio, or any means serving
to effect the purpose.
:

5. Public Halations: the management function which
evaluates public attitudes, Identifies the policies and
procedures of an individual or an organisation with the
public interest, and executes a program of action to earn
public understanding and acceptance .*

Another term used in this thesis which is not in
common use is "departmental."

It is a term used by the

?AA and the AAC&V to indicate a division of the organisation.

Heretofore there has been only one "history" of
the FAA written, Banking Goes to Market by John L. Cooley.*
But, this work is more anecdotal than scholarly, and in

Oooley's own words, it is "informal and makes no attempt
at completeness. w£

It also makes no substantial attempt

to evaluate the influence of the FJJU

it

•

Mflflrttfritii

'.

6
Because the ?AA was one of the first national

public relations associations and because it was the only
national advertising and public relations association in an
important business community for many years » it seems
Important that its history be chronicled and acme attempt

be made to estimate its level of performance and its
influence in the financial commuiiity and in the evolution
of public relatione generally*

ill

iiiBSX

oaary (New York! Handoa House, 1967 )t P*
"

~ r -»

Ibid ,, p. 979.

;ott K. Cutlip azid Allen H. Center, Effective
Public Relations (£ogl©w>*xi Giiffs, 2; .J.: . rentico-zlall t
4

John !• Cooley* Ipjtfjo^ Goes to r»ark§t (Gaicagei
2rlp*rta Press, iac. f 196^), p. if*

4
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SHE PUBLIC i 1800-1915

An automobile pulls up to a largo shatter-proof
window and a pretty girl bablnd it says vita a anil
"Good afternoon, air.

Kay X help you?"

f

She extends a

remotely-controlled drawer of etainleas steal in which the
driver places his deposit.

She drawer retracts, and

momentarily a receipt is delivered to the driver in the
same drawer, along with a ballpoint pan, inscribed with

fighting in the back seat.
aincerely,

*£hank you."

The young lady says, very

She automobile moves away from

the window, but not before the driver notices a alga;

FIBaHCB YOUR NEXT CAR HSHS.
Contrast that scene with this one.

A customer

walks into a large, almost hostile-looking room with dark
wooden furniture.

The bank tellers are sitting in cagaa

with bars resembling jail bars.

Shore is not a word apoken.

She tellers show little or no interest in the customer,
who makes his deposit and walks ou

The first incident is a personal aa^arianoe of
this writer in a small rural Wisconsin town in 1970.

Xhe

*

•

»•

'

.-.
.
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second incident is the first scene or a play performed at
the 192S convention of the FaA to dramatise the lack of
concern* consideration! and interest in customers by the

nineteenth century banker*
She friendliness* accommodation* and overt seeking
of business* which is part of the first incident* is a

twentieth century development in banking.

£he antecedents

of this attitude on the part of bankers up to 1915

exemplified in the play* will be the principal subjects of
this chapter*

2his chapter will outline also the antece-

modem public relations*

dents of

the stage for the founding of the

Its purpose is to set

MA*— to describe

the

roots from which aodern financial advertising and public

relations grew*

She early bankers in the United states ware
generally wealthy men who lent their own funds or those of
their wealthy friends,
channels*

J2ieir

business was in narrow

They served relatively few people*

Gardner* president of fttril HeeearcL*,

Burleigh 3*

&MU# Chicago, in

1969 wrote: "In earlier days when the working olass had
little to do with banks they [the banks] were seen as for
the well-to-do and the business man.

2hey symbolised

status and security* but were cold and forbidding* aloof
to the common man."*
Jr. W* F* Gephart* vice-president of the i?irst

Rational Bank of at. Louis* Ho., in 1927 said:

'

'•'•

'

'XI

•

10
.tron
The attitude of the early backer toward 1:
was one of condescension and the patron often thought
that a favor had been conferred upon him even when he
was permitted to deposit his money in the care of the
banker* The granting of a loan was an eaejression of
the highest type of confidence and favor to the
patron •*

She early banker was sought for his financial assistance,

not the seeker of business.

He apparently saw no reason

to openly seek business nor to cater to

tl.

2he

lie.

popular stereotype of the early banker was one of a coldhearted man "with granite main and a high-button-shoe way
of doing business.

'*

When a bank's naae appeared in print in the early

nineteenth century, it was usually under unfortunate
circumstances •

In 182f>, for instance, there were sometime*

columns listing banks whose paper money was no longer
negotiable**

And, near these reports ware sometimes "paid

puffs," published for the purpose of creating confidence
in some less than sound banker.*

Although advertising was

becoming popular for other businesses and "planned techniques
in professional public relations practices, and their

influences on social, economic and political life began to

be recognised "* in the 1800s, most bankers apparently were
not concerned with these developments.

Perhaps the first campaign to influence pub:
opinion on the part of any bank was during the Bank

War-

of

the early 1330s when President Andrew Jackson campaigned

11

against the Second Beak of the United States t heeded by

Hicholas Biddle*
£he Second Bank or the United States was chartered

in 1616 to provide a national currency and to help finance
the

v/ar

It had opposition almost from the day of

of 1812*

its chartering, and that opposition was strongest in the

western states where the bank was biased for the depression
of 1819* 8

Its strongest opponent was Andrew Jackson when

elected to the presidency in 1628*

President Jackson had

heard that the Sec ond Bank had contributed funds in an
attempt to defeat him*

Whether it did or not is debatable,

but apparently President Jackson believed it had.

Shortly

after his election he made it known to friends that he

intended to "curb" the Second Bank* 9

In his 1829 message

to Congress President Jackson said*" Both the constitu-

tionality and the expediency of the law creating the bank

are well questioned by a large portion of our fellow
citizens and it oust be admitted by all that it has failed

in the great
currency. nlc
^e*^pes> w^e^wmw*

md

of establishing a uniform and sound

With the help of Amos Kendall, a former

MWSnfwvvs

^pmseh

i#\#»**

m**ni

™i»* w ^F**m w mMpm%vne*iw

cjs^m

Wk

jpfcesw»^p

v

writer and publicist, 11 Jackson took his fight against the

bank directly to the people in his campaign for a second

Biddle was also active in attesting to influence

public and congressional opinion.

m
.»«

I

I

HP

Ml

u
Zae Senate Finance Gosmittee, chair e

oaauel

Smith of Maryland , in reaction to Jackson's message to
Congress, released a report that praised the Bank.

2he

report, in fact, was written by Biddle and submitted to

the committee through 3mith*

Biddle reproduced copies of

this report and distributed then extensively throughout

the country*

Pro-bank newspapers repeated phrases from

the report, along with derogatory comments about Jackson's
arguments against the bank.*

diddle also prepared other articles supporting the

bank which he paid pro-bank newspapers to publish*

He was

attacked for this practice but ea-plalned:
The whole influence of his [Jackson' sj government
and of the pr^ummi subservient to his government, is
employed in endeavoring to break down the Bank* In
this situation, the Bank can only find safety in such
explanations of its proceedings as will satisfy the
country that it has been unjustly assailed and that
its operations are highly beneficial* But how is it
to make these explanations except thro the press* the
only channel of communications with the people? and
if it employs that channel, why should it ask printers
to insert its alienations gratuitously? If a growee?
wishes to apprise the public that he has a fresh
supply of figs, the printer whom he employs for that
purpose never thinks of giving his labor for nothing,
but charges him for his trqble in inserting the
advertisement* If the 3an£ in a like manner wishes a
printer to insert information about its concerns, why
should it not pay him for his trouble? 1 *
1

Biddle also organised the sending of petitions to
Congress favoring the rechartering of the bank*

During

the 1633-34 session of Congress the Senate received

20-3

petitions signed by 126,117 people favoring the rechartering* 14

..;;:::',

/

>-

13
Bid-die

won his fight in the Congress, which passed

s bill rechartering the
President Jackson.

Bank;,

but he lost the fight with

Jackson vetoed the bill sad pro-bank

forces in Gongress were unable to override the veto*

The

Bank ended in "confusion, clamor and public controversy in
1836 with banking the worse in public opinion*

After the disappearance of the Second Bank of the
United States, banking control was principally in the hands
of the states.

State banking had its troubles—principal

the failure of unsound banks to meet their note obligations

and the hostility of state politicians.

p«H oceurr*

«ft*r

*«*» «u*>«<Ud

In 1337 a financial

*mU pa»**aW

She suspension of specie payments created such dislike for

banks in some circles that an anti-bank convention was held

in Harricburg, Pa*, on July 4, 1937, to express indignation
over the actions of the banks* 17

The period from 1336 to the passage of the
Rational Bank Act in 1663 was perhaps the most unstable

period in banking history in the United States*

2he

development of the western United 3tates brought about a

great need for capital*

Under "free banking" laws almost

anyone could establish a bank*

Chartering was haphazard,

and many entered the banking business to get rich quickly*
It was the period of "wildcat" banks, given their name for

their propensity to locate in areas "where there were more

wildcats than people*

T'

i

"-—

v..

mi

14
Because the elimination of the Second Bank of the

United States also eliminated a national paper current
2he value of these notes

each bank issued its own notes.

depended upon the willingness of someone to redeem then in
specie*

3y the middle of the nineteenth cantor? there were

several thousand different bank notes in circulation—-many

from already defunct banks.*

And, there were stories of

some "wildcat" banks discouraging customers from redeeming

their notes through physical threats.
Not all banks established during this period.
however* were unsound, but there were enough unscrupulous

bankers to make this period perhaps the darkest in United
States bank history.

Some states did pass laws regulating banking during
this period.

r

Wisconsin prohibied banks from issuing notes

unless they were doing a regular discount* deposit, and
exchange business in soae inhabited town, city* or village.
In Michigan a certain amount of specie was required before

a bank could operate.

Bank commissioners examined banks

periodically to check on the amount of specie they held. 81
But* there was no real attempt on the part of legitimate

bankers during this period to promote constructive legis-

lation to correct banking excesses nor was there any
attempt to conduct campaigns to explain banking to the
public.

Advertising also was limited.

£here were a few

isolated incidents in the late 1850s of savings banks

I

JV

]

15

advertising in local newspapers*

Guy Cooke, cashier of the

at national Bank of Chicago, in 1927 not<*d that these

were "few in number and followed the general announcement
ntyle of the period*"

advertisement 3

:

He gave this as an example of the

"2he Savings, Loan and £ruat Company will

receive none? for accumulation allowing interest at the

rate of six p^r cent per annum when the amount is deposited
for a number of years, ^
She Civil War created a greater need for a viable
national currency to finance the war*

Lincoln signed the National Bank

In 1363 President

Act— "An

Acts to provide

a national currency, secured by a pledge of the United

States stocks to provide for the circulation and redemption
thereof*"

Nationally chartered banks were authorised to

issue national bank notes in amounts equivalent to the

number of Government bonds they held* 00
She Act also forced banks to "advertise*"

'Ifce

Ac

provided thats
Kvery association [national bank] shall make to
the Comptroller of Currency not less than three reports
during each year . • * and the statement of resources
and liabilities together with acknowledgment and
attestation in the same form in which it is made to
the Comptroller, shall be published in a newspaper
published in the place where such association is
established at the cocpenso of the association* And
such proof of publication shall be furnished as may be
required by the Comptroller*'* ITb&M is still
required.

Few bankers moved beyond this requirement in their
communications with the public for many years*

But, they

MAI

Jtf
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were still dealing with a rather limited public.

.

:obert

Lindqulat wrote: "2he development of a sound commercial

banking structure [which he attributed to the national
Bank Act of 1865] got underway in time to serve the
geographical and industrial expansion of our country*

Banking in those days was largely confined to serving
government, business and individual a of wealth. nTi *

A

banker communicated with his public primarily face-to-face
or through business letters*

Frank P* Bennett, Jr* editor, U«a« Investor *
Boston, observed in 1925

For the bank to be talked about in those days,
pleasantly or unpleasantly, for a bank to be a topic
of just oommon everyday conversation, was something
that no self-respecting ban!: really could stand*
ntf
idea seems really to have prevailed among the bank men,
that a bank was a tender creature of sensitive oozaposition which can no more afford to be talked about
than a woman can afford to be discussed familiar:
• * * Bank men thought the ideal existence of any bank
is to be shy
and retiring so far as public comment is
1,1
concerned.
This attitude continued well into the latter part

of the 1800s and what advertising a bank did was usually

limited to publication of interest and dividend notices

and a "professional

card'*

bearing the name of the bank,

the date it was organised, its dollar resources, and pos-

sibly the names of its officers and directors*

Some

bankers added "Inquiries Solicited" or "Your Patronage Is
Invited*"

Lindquist stated, "Even these lines brought

lifted eyebrows on the part of other bankers as unethical

JM

u

*

17

practice."

Advertising beyond the conventional

"professional card" was considered undignified for a bank;

this dignity was important to bankers.

commented:

Like the doctor and lawyer, [the banker] felt that it
was unethical to solicit business « relying primarily
upon the strength of the bank, the particular kind of
service it was prepared to render asad the influence
of its friends to build up the business of the institution. This situation in the first instance was the
outgrowth of what was looked upon as being the ethics
of the banking profession, coupled with the feeling
that soliciting business would result in putting the
bank under obligation to the depositors, so that it
could not exercise the sase freedom in passing upon
applications for loans as would otherwise be true* 9 *
The banker did indeed consider himself a profes-

sional asm akin to the doctor and the lawyer rather than

a businessman with ties to the merchant and manufacturer. ***
Advertising was being widely practiced by the
businessman, particularly the retailer, but the period

shortly before 1900 was called "the evil days of
advertising."

Tkm banker thouctht advertising was "in

the bondage of the charlatan and braggart ," the field of
the crass promoters of natent »#diftliiM» and other merchant

diss of questionable value.

In the financial field this

included the promoters who need advertising in newspapers

and mags sines to sell shares in questionable oil well,
marble quarries, copper mines, and rubber plantations al
story told in 1907 by Charles I* Dawes, who at

one time was U.S. Comptroller of Currency, illustrates the

I
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3taste for this kind of promotion on ta© part of

legitimate bank

mem

I know of a scrubwoman who invested five dollars in
one share of doubtful raining stock in answer to a
Jhe secretary who opened
newspaper advertiseme:

the ©all, if he was honest, mist have felt like
reaching for his eiqployer^a sneaking face with a
strong right am and a doubled fist**®

Frank

I .

Bennett, editor, D.J. Investor , Boston,

in 1925 wrote s "The banker was taken aback by the sensational expedience that the merchants would adopt and bv

the sometimes glaring language they would use to tell
their story.

It all s eat ed to the banker too much like

clutohinst the custoaer bv the

am

and Dulling blw throusth

the door even against his will*"**

For the banker the use of publicity, epitomised by
P. T. Barnum during this period, had too much of a circus

flavor to be considered seriously.

Lee Koser of Albert

Frank and Co., Hew York, a pioneer firm in financial public
relations, wrote in 1928 about this subject: "It [publiei

has an unsavory history.

It is associated with cheap

publicity stunts and advance representatives of circus and
theatrical troupes and to the material produced by press

agents of would-be notables, fly-by-night organisations

and such."**
The banker, apparently aware of the excesses in

publicity and advertising during this period, thought that
as a profes si onal man he should not become involved in

at0ft

19
this

t;>pe

of business,

furthermore, he t eeme d to have

held himself apart from the community at large* remaining

sore or less unconcerned with public opinion.

Bran during

the financial panics prior to 1900 , the banker remained
almost silent in the face of adverse press reports and

threatening legislation*

He seldom tried to explain his

position or his profession*

?or instance, when the Chemical National Bank of
Caloage closed in 1893* the

*71T

v

1?^

TiliUff

reported that

the officers gave as a reason for closing "the large amount

of bad paper which it held and which could not be realised
on*"

In the sane story the Sew York Jinea reported; "Bank

Hwlnar

aturgea said tonight that ha had heard the bank

was in trouble and went there to see what was the matter*

He was disappointed not to find the officers there*

.

*

*

He said that so far as he knew, the cashier of the bank

had not been seen for three or four days*" 86

Snare were

no other remarks attributed to any bank officer in this
story nor in several subsequent Issues of the Hew York
JHHHB*P

During the same panic the national Bank of deposit
in New York City also closed, according to its board of

directors, because of a loss of deposits "due to recent

circulation of rumors affecting the bank*"* 6

Share was no

other defense of the bank by its officers reported, and
there was apparently no attempt to quell the rumors*

i4l

•a
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It sight have been the lack of reporting on the

part of the Hew York Times that other coamenta were n<
printed.

It also night have been the "keep siler

philosophy of the bankers*

Whichever it was, it illustrates

on its face the bankers 9 lack of sensitivity to public

opinion before the turn of the century.
Of course* there are exceptions to any set of
clxxruastanoes* and there were exceptions in the banking

oouutnity too*
The Merchants national Bank of Jhicago published a

quarter-page advertisement in 1638 showing the comparative

growth of that bank over a period of years.

Shis effort

was called "heroic" by later financial advertising men***
-ring the 1393 panic the Flankinton Bank of

Milwaukee 9 Via., acted quickly to retain public confidence.
When a run started on the bank it sent to Chicago for

Whether intentional or not*

specie to cover withdrawals.

the gold arrived by train during the working day and was

brought to the bank in a large safe on the bed of an open
truck surrounded by armed guards.

12he

Sew York

{glass gave

this account: "The depositors in line in front of the bank

sighted the procession.

»

•

•

Uhen they saw the safe they

took in the situation vor^ quickly and a mighty cheer went

up."

2he Hew York glass reported Mr. Plankinton as saying

that he would see that every run on the bank was promptly

net if it were possible.

She flew Jwfa

T^ee added what

Ml tm

W$

MtO&B
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amounts to an editorial comments "Milwaukee banks have
always beau very conservative in their xaethoda and there

haa been no auapicion of any lack or confidence in them
eiace the days of the wildcat banks.

...

probably be no bank failures in Milwaukee.

Zhax* will
a*

Alao in 1893 bankers were openly in favor of the
repeal of the Sherman Salvor Act.

reported on

ftay

Tm

Sew

2 that year: "In banking circles there la

almost aa such nervousness aa in the speculative wo.;

-

A

canvass of prominent banks yesterday showed that commercial

paper is

flft^fwj

begging everywhere end so Ions ea the

demoralising silver-buying law continues in operation there
can be, according to most bankers, no substantial or
lasting relief. "**

Certainly bankers' cooperation was

necessary to report this type of comment.
But. these ware executions.

The sore "norzaal

situation seemed to be that as described by Gaty Fallen,

publicity manager, Mercantile Xruat Company, at. Louis, Ko.,
in 1920:

Aa a former newspaper man, I can recall the day
mSWPW

y/rwm^F'

w^mi mm Wa«wwk HP

V«

^WP^HwMwJ

*#^PmMii^RheP

Wr^^S* ^^

^VV^HaV S^a»

" *Wp

VS

w%rfc**^ V

She principal advertiaing done by the banker was the
publication of his financial statement. There were
oanklng ethics to such an extent that an illustration
with a display advertisement would have occasioned
- : a reporter to
chaos in the directors* room.
invade the sanctum of the majority of bank presidents
for an interview was almost aa difficult a few years
ago as it would be today to ask for and receive the
mailing list of the customers of a competitive bank."*®

'.

.

things began to change with the now century.

country was becoming oore and more urbanised.

moving from the farm to the

factor:.',

money available to the working class*
middle claae

warn

^WSiH^B
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People were

and there was sore

A sore affluent

The "auokrakers" were

developing*

^IH^MHv vv*l^4HpVH^np

Sha
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tell its story in the press*

^^Wb^^w**

me'mFwwm^^F^iiWBr^BPw*
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Theodore Boossvelt was

showing the value of and talking about the value of

publicity in influencing public opinion*

Ivy Lee, often

called the "Father of Public Relations," was showing both

business and the

ptwm

that an open and otraiQht-»f orward

release of information benefited business, the media, and
the public* 41
able*

Advertising started to become more respect-

Within the first decade of the twentieth century

publishers took a stand that financial advertising must be
censored because of the amount of advertising of fraudulent
stock by "blue sky" promoters*

rhe houaecleanins had

started* 4 *
In 1905 the Associated Advertising Glubs of the

world was organised to professionalise advertising and to
eacpose "fraudulent schemes and their perpetrators*

"

Its

credo was truth in advertising***
These developments seemed to encourage the banker

to adoot mors modern methods of oommunloatin& with the
public, once he recognised the need*

However, there was no

.-
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stasj>ede by banks Into advertising and public relations.

But, early in the 1900s the conservative inertia of bankers

was beginning to crumble*
Thomas B* KcAdams actually marks the beginning of
the development of modern bank advertising and public

relations at the turn of the century*

He ealds

Lie banker began to realise (after 1900) the
advantages of attracting a large number of small
depositors. • • • ills banker also became impressed
with the feeling that the institution had a real place
in the community and it was good for business to do
everything in Its power to encourage the opening of
bank accounts and the increasing of savings on the
part of its clientele so that it might share directly
at least in the general prosperity thus created* 44

Carson Hildreth, president t Franklin State Bank,

franklin, Neb., told the Nebraska Bankers Association in
1903:

"The Banker is no longer merely a negative force in

his community*
•

•

•

In this day he must fill a larger place*

A generation ago a bank was relatively little used;

today it is the organ through which pulsates the arterial

blood of the community *s vital affairs* " 4 *
David R* Francis, president of the Srans Mesissippl
Oseswrcial Congress said in 1906, "In these times of

knowledge and thought on the part of the people, a successful banker must be acme thing more than a mere custodian of

money*

In any community, however large or small, the

tanker Is looked to for assistance and guidance in eve
movement, whether it be commercial or social or political*

4*

M
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Although these statements seem to exaggerate the
point, they do illustrate that backers were changing their

view of themselves in relation to the community at large,
these feelings were not all altruistic.

She number of

basks were increasing, and competition for business was
ey^B^s^ps^MNejs^Bi

ev«fc ^^eja

v^p4»

e>

It is difficult to pinpoint the year in which a

bank first hired soaeone to act as advertising or public:
manager, but it nay have been shortly after 1900*
•

M

.

31ao Lewis, a pioneer advertising nan and author of

the 1908 bock ?^nsnciaA

4W*sisMfft *ro** of * personal

experience in trying to obtain a position as a bank

advertising nanager*
president.
experience*

She banker asked him if he had any banking

He did not.

was qualified to fir
answer *

In 1096 he was interviewed by a bank

What position did he think he
"Advertising Manager" was his

Whereupon the banker commented. "But. my dear

young man, we do not sell calico!"

Lewis wrote that

young man was about six years ahead of the financier.

the

...

Today that bank pays an advertising manager more money pm?

year than it spent for all its advertising in the Hew York
dailies." 47
In 1904 Francis H. Korison published a book

entitled Banking Publicity in which he gave examples of

newspaper advertising, display advertising, and follow-^
correspondence that banks "might use to profitable results."

=M

fttM
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He also Included several statements by bankers on the
subject of "publicity," a term he used interchangeably

with "advertising* "**

These statements are interesting in

that they reflect the dilemma of the banker in this time

of change.

The banker was still very conservative, but he

seemed to be trying to accept new forms of mass appeal.

Following are quotes which represent the concensus

among the statements in nor i son's book*
Charles 1. Farrel, vice-president, Fc

earbom

Hatlonal Bank* Chicago:

always has been, is through a banker's indi
and the extension
^^
^w w^r
wv* v commanding
w^
^^
connection,
of personal
w^^*^^**IPM*wPMm^B
the admiration, respect and confidence of the public*
•
•
• People may not change their bank accounts purely
through an acquaintance, but when the tiiae comes that
change seems advisable, the banker who is first in
their minds and with whom they feel the closest personal
acquaintance* as a rule gets their business* Is it not,
therefore, wise to so advertise your institution as to
attract the attention of the public, in order to be in
a position to first attract the man, who is contemplating
a change of his account
^^*^^» ^*w

^f^f^*^*!

^*p*>

^a^M^mv

^*»^p^

^*r

*n

^T ™*^—
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^»r
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Joseph G. Brown, president, The Citizens national
Bank, Balelgh, North Carolina:

The very best care should be exercised by the bank
officers, both as to the method and the medium of
addressing the public* Nothing could be more prejudicial to the best interests of a financial institution
than an undignified bid for business* We are not very
far removed from the time when no well-regulated bank
would consider for a moment a proposition to solicit
business in any way* * * • But, right reckless would be
the bank manager of today who would cling to the custom
of long ago—" and , standing on his dignity, wait for
business to seek him*

2ench F. gjlghman, cashier, Citizens Bank,
Norfolk, Virginia:

i

...

...

**l&mmm

1
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Hy idea of successful advertising; Tor banking
institutions is to say In as few words aj possible
something that readily catches the eye of the average
depositor. £00 tsucix sounds like department store talk
and is not dignified for our profession.
A. J* Frame , president , Waukesha National Bani

,

Waukesha , Wisconsin:

After forty years of banking experience this
es more or less advertising but it doss it only on
lines as circumstances occasionally bring out oppor**
* e have no set methods.
tune periods and methods*
?

Banks during this period were employing "reading
notices,'' which in 1970 parlance means "news release"

"handout," in their promotional programs.

St. KLmo Lewis

in his book Financial Advertising advocated the use of

these "reading notices."

He suggested that a banker "give

an interview" about such things as the percentage paid on
savings in his bank

in his city.

#yvi

how his bank made business better

Lewis wrote , "Suppose the banker should have

this interview set up in type, printed on one side of a
slip of paper and sent to 1,000 publications in the state
of (ssst
it.

I venture to

say that 100 newspapers would print

lhat would more than repay him."

Lewis reproduced in

his book newspaper clippings of the "reading notices" of
the Citizens Bank of Waynesboro* Ohio.
"The Cltisens Bank Stronger Shan £ver."

Cms headline read.

After the publi-

cation of the "reading notices," the Oitiaens Bank had
clippings reproduced and mailed to bank customers. sc

Share are other examples of aggressive use of mass
communications techniques by bankers in the early 1900s.

w
I/uring the 1907 panic, the financial community did

Lewis wrote:

not remain publicly inactive.

i recent panic pxv
in
siege*
reality it lasted about thirl
bankers and the newspapers got
her* • • .
newspapers were let into the inner secrets of the
financial leaders* were told the truth about the money
situation and then were told if they printed scare
res, made foolish speculations and
heads a
shrewd prophecies about the worse things coming, they
could rest assured that Hew Xork would have one of the
worst money panics it had had for a generation* ...
(to the other hand t they were told if the newspapers
would cooperate, by being optimistic and cheerful u
take a sane sensible view of the facts of the case the
confidence of the people would be restored and the
issue would be fought to a quick success* **
;

Lewis quotes a front page editorial of the
Yr"»*

T

-

TPinili

signed by William Randolph Hearst,

The

editorial read in part
the wise no word is necessary* Hen of knowledge
understand full well that the country was never more
asperous and that a panic in the midst of such

nation has recently enjoyed and still envoys is a
grotesque absurdity. The reasoning of those persons
who are now participating in runs upon perfectly
solvent banking institutions is on a par with that of
those citisens who think they need have no concern
about the conduct of government because they merely
pay rent. • • • .;he man who draws money from a perfectly solvent bank in such a time as this, instead of
protecting himself, may be promoting his own undoing***
anklia Hobbs, director of reeemroh of the Central
Trust Go., Chicago, in 192? and "a specialist in financial

advertising for 40 years

*

*

*

when there was no such

animal," seemed to confirm Lewis's evaluation when Uebbs

ftLJMK

mvi
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Gn Abraham Lincoln's Birthday In 1907, our calculations as to the performance of the cycle [business
jIo] indicated a tightening money market and a
possible financial panic. We advised our clients to
fet assets into liquid form and we advised our banks
o devote their energy and their publicity toward
confidence building in a hope that sufficient effort
along this line would soften the blow* Many others
were evidently doing Just what we were doing and some
of them in a very such larger way than was possible
to us* 2ne great success crowned the efforts of these
well informed financiers was well demonstrated in 1906*

seen was shortened in time and its effect greatly
modified by these efforts.**

Harold Faulkner in his American MnmnsaAia JUrtmri
called the 1907 crisis the "bankers panic, n but he writes
that "efforts by the government and by leading capitalists

did much to prevent the panic from becoming general.

•

•

•

It was limited largely to the cities and its effects were

not widespread* we4

Although Faulkner did not state the

exact nature of the "capitalists' efforts," he does seen
to concur in the evaluation of X<ewis and Hobbs as to the

Impact of the 1907 panic and the involvement of bankers In
the effort to minimise its effects*

although the panic of 1907 was not as damaging as
it might have been, it did give Impetus to a drive for

additional bank regulatory legislation that culminated in
the passage of the Federal Reserve Act of 1913*

-'his

act

is considered by many historians as a milestone in this

country's economic history*

It marked a break between a

primitive decentralised system and a centralised one with
greater mobility of funds and a more flexible supply of

"

29

money and credit.

It laid the foundation Tor a modern

banking system in the United states.

And so, by 1915 1 the year the FAA was organised,
advertising in general was becoming somewhat respectable*

She publicity man had overcome somewhat his '*$**** agent

heritage and was becoming more socially responsible, as
evidenced by the actions of Ivy Lee*

'£he

country had

become more industrialised and urbanise m*

egislation had

been passed that put banking on a sounder foundation*

Ihe

number of banks had increased, and still was increasing,

were somewhat aware of the value of the small depositor and

had started to employ both advertising mad publicity
methods to develop new business, and in a small way to
educate the public about banking*

Specialists in adver-

tising and publicity were being hired by banks*

Bankers were beginning to break out of their shell
of isolation from the public.

But, although the conserva-

tive inertia had started to give way, the banker vis-a-vis

his relations with the public was at this time like a baby
ok whose beak had Just popped through the shell in an

effort to join the world around him*

He still needed to

espend a great deal mere effort and receive a greater
Impetus before he would break the shell entirely and let

himself see the world and the world see him*

Uii-r®
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APTEH III

F08SDXVG ABB OSOWXK OF THE FAA
This chapter will deal with the founding and the

growth of the Financial Advertisers Association (P/uk).

It

also will describe the FAA* a objectives and interests and
the functions of the man who held the title of advertising
or publicity manager in banks*

This chanter in addition

will deal with the ambivalence of the terms "advertising"

and "publicity" as used in the financial community during
the first two decades of the twentieth century*

By 1913 the new field of financial advertising was
trying to break its conservative shell*
cracked, but far from broken*

Ihe shell was

It would be many years, in

fact, before the financial advertiser or public relations

practitioner would catch up with his colleagues In other
businesses*

Belt by 191!? banks and other financial

institutions were employing men as advertising and publicity

There was an attempt on the part of financial

promotion men to organise prior to 1915* but it was only on
a local scale*

In 1906 Hdwin Bird Wilson, a pioneer adver-

tising man with a bank in Pittsburgh, Pa*, organised the
Bankers' Advertising Association of Pittsburgh*
53

At that

V

'

3*
time Pittsburgh banks wore advertising for deposits, and

competition was keen among the banks*

Banks employed men,

usually em-newspaper men, for $23 a week to promote
These mem in Pittsburgh, who were

financial services*

luncheon meetings developed the organisation mentioned
above, who purpose was to study bank and trust company

advertising, to help each other through an exchange of
ideas, and to educate the public in practical banking* 1

Wilson later moved to Hew York City as the advertising manager of Bankers Trust Company of New York*

In

1913 he organised another association of financial promotion
sen, known as the Bank Publicity Association of Hew York
City,

The objectives of this organisation were similar to

the one in ?lttsburgh~~tG exchange ideas, to study financial
advertising, and to educate the public "to a higher

appreciation of the services rendered by banks and trust
companies generally.

?

Amide from these formal reasons for organising, it
Is difficult to define the motivation of Wilson*

However,

during that time, and for many years later, the financial

advertising man was not in a prestigious position*

1923, said, "£he advertising manager is nothing more than

a buffer, and his responsibilities and influence on the
ultimate course of the institution itself is not a great

WmM
tfflf
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deal acre than that of a iol iceman who stands at the

doorway.

rt

*

Similarly, i;dgar

-.

Iswell, manager of the

financial department, Bee duality Group, Hew Yc

in

".ty,

192b commented, "This Job of advertising manager does not

carry with it the responsibility or the credit, not to
mention the salary it really deserves.
It seems quite possible, therefore, that Wilson

and equally ambitious nan in the new field of financial
advertising banded together also to promote and heighten
their own status and that of their profession within the

financial ooawuni
liany of the

men who were charter members of the

Sew York organisation were early members of the

?U«

Share had been no attempt to organise a national

association of financial advertisers until 1915 •

&*y w.

Cooke, one of the founders of the FAA, commented that whan

he attended his first convention of the AA.C&W in Toronto,
Canada, in 1914 there was only one other financial adver-

tising man present.*

/ever, at the 1915 AaOmW convention

in Chicago there ware almost 100 advertising and publicity

representatives of financial institutions attending*

Why

these men were drawn to this convention is not clear*

2he

program of the AACfeW, like the organisation itself, was
pointed toward retailers, jobbers, and manufacturers whose
products, merchandise, and promotion methods were foreign
to the peculiar problems of financial advertising*

But, it

t*ff

an

96

was the largest advertising association at that time whose
ideals of truth and integrity fitted the ideals of the

financial advertisers.

Never the! ess* the financial advertising nen who
attended this convention found that their problems and
their profession received little recognition*

rhey were

the stepchildren of the advertising world*
is was a source of frustration to these men*

Karvin E.

ioldemess, one of the FAA founders, said. "At

the Chicago convention X net several other bank promotion

men who were also pioneers and who felt 9 as 1 did. that
there was little, if any. recognition of bank advertising

people at the meeting.

lie

said that at the close of a

night session "a few of us met on a corner of ftichigan
Avenue to discuss our predicament as the 'unknown and
unwanted* and to decide how our profession might be

recognised.
organise.*

They decided on that street corner to
fiiare are seven

mem msmmrallY considered

co-founders of the FAAj Karvin E.

iolderness * assistant

cashier and advertising manager t Zhlr& national Bank.
Louis. Ho.; Guy W. Cooke, assistant cashier,

i:

;

Crust and Savings lank, Chicago; John icing, Jr., publicity

manager, Mercantile Trust Co.,

ouis, Ka; W.

*

ore-

house, German American 2rust and Savings Bank, Los Angeles;

Herbert H. Morgan, secretary, American 2rust Company,
St. Louis, Ho.;

.rather Xnapp, publicity manager,

..

•.

..

.

•
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Hississippi /all 07 iruat Colony, St. Louis t Ko.; a
Carl Qode f Illinois fterchants Trust Company, Chicago.*

Holdemess is credited with conceiving the idea for the
organisation*

Share is no apparent reason why aost of the founders

wore from at. Louis.

However, it does sees likely that it

was a matter of circumstances .

Since Holdemess conceived

the idea for the 7AA, it seems natural that in discussing
this new venture he would have around him friends and

colleagues and that

zaost

of these men would be from the

same city in which Holdemess was employed.
iderness was an aggressive and ambitious man.

He

eventually became one of St. Louis* s best known businessmen

and one of the country's prominent bankers,

it was born

in fordyce, Ark,, and educated at Vanderbilt ttaivmrslt,

After graduation from Vanderbilt he worked with the First
Savings and Trust Company, Bashville, 2?enn.

In 1914 he

became the assistant cashier of the Third National Bank
of li« Louis and was in charge of that bank's public!

and advertising department.

In 1919 when that bank merged

with two others in St. Lou-

.iderness was made vice-

president of the larger institution.

He continued to handle

the bank's publicity and advertising! as well as heading

the Savings department.

In 1920 he was elected president

of the St. Louis Advertising

-lab.

Luring his career he

was also president of the St, Louis Eiwanie dub, one of

K--3C:
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the directors of the

M Jhamber of Commerce, and a

member of that city's Airport Commission*

Be was chairman

of the finance committee and a member of the executive

production committee of the ft* Louis Municipal Opera*

In

the banking community he was vice-president from Missouri
for the National Bank Division of the ABA, as veil as

chairman of the ABA Public delations Commission and a

member of the Administrative Committee of the ABA. 1
He was a man with a penchant for flowery phrases

and a drive to better financial advertising and public
relations*

Holdemess said in 1915 that the FAA
necessity.

.

•

•

warn

"born of

2he men responsible for the current

advertising and publicity of banks and trust companies
throughout this broad land had long felt a need for a

clearing house for the interchange of ideas , and for mutual

helpfulness and inspiration.

nl

*

Although there was agreement among the founders of
the FAA that some organisation was needed, there was disa-

greement over what other association the new financial

advertisers association should affiliate*

One faction, led

by Holdemess, believed the FAA should affiliate with the
AAO&W because "we should live and move and have our being
in the atmosphere of advertising and that the best place
to go to set into the atmosphere of advertising was into

the Associated Advertising Clubs*

:

"

Others felt the new
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AM,

organisation should be closely affiliated with the

and a third opinion preferred an independent ?AA*
Kolderness prevailed, and a petition for admittance to the

AAC&V as a financial departmental was prepared* 1 *
2hree months later the petition was accepted by the
AAC&W*

At a nesting of the 47 charter cuwbera of the FAA

at the at. Louis Union 3ank In J>eceaber, 1915, a constitution

was adopted and the first officers were elected*

John

Ma

Jr. , was elected president to serve until the 1916

convention.

3

*

Holdemess became president in 1916*

2he constitution set forth these objectives for

the FAAi
1. To develop the best in financial advertising*
2. It bring the financial advertisers of the United
sates into closer relationship*
3* St study advertising*

4. It provide a means through which financial
advertisers say assist each other in the exchange of
ideas to produce more profitable work.
5* To correct existing abuses in financial
advertising*

6* To proaote good fellowship between financial
advertising men.
7* To assist in advancing the interests of banks,
trust companies and investment bankers* 1 *

The new organisation also provided the following
standards of practice for its meaberst

Believing Financial Advertising is a field in which
the highest standards of business and advertising
ethics are and should be maintained f the members of the

ifla

i

*G

Financial Advertisers Association— a departmental in
the Aasociatod Advertising Clubs of the World-—
subscribe to the following standards of practice, to
the and that efficiency and adherence to these principles
nay be promoted t
1* To encourage clean and efficient advertising.
2* lo discourage* the publication by newspapers and
periodicals of financial advertising that does not
Measure ux> to the highest standards.
3* To develop among financial institutions mutual
points of contact whlcn will tend to Improve their
advertising so that this betterment will become
permanent and nation-wide •

4, ti encourage by advertising the investment
through reputable
'Wwwi
financial institutions of the surp
^^Hr
moneys of the American people
W^^I^Bp^*

wh

^^"

*Jf

•** *w»*»*^*1W*p*»^^ •»* ^*^^fc*
,

^»W

5* To discourage unreliable and unsafe investments*

6* 2o make financial institutions realise
of advertising and, by cooperation, determine
effective means of building business, through
tising in the various departments of a modern

the value
the most
adverfinancial

institution.™
The PAA constitution and its standards of practice
were amended througl

years to accommodate a growing

range of interests of the Association and its eipaiullng

It is evident from these early pronouncements that

the FAA was primarily concerned with advertising as defined
in the Introduction of this thesis*

But, very soon after

the FAA was organised, its interests began to increase and
the terms "advertising" and

advertisers" in its consti-

tution and its title became quickly misleading*

Although

the principal thrust of the FAA was within advertising and

Ttt'i

i
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publicity, as narrowly defined, until 1933* it

:mve

other interests and the activities of its members encca-

passed aore than just advertising.

rhie can be seen clearly

in chapter IY when the services of the ?AA will be discussed,

These broader interests , which increased in the evolution
of the FAA, finally led to a name change in 1947 .

£he 1*U

became the Financial Public Relatione Association in that
year*

Shore were several factors that led to this name

C DAB B
'

In 1915 the term "public relations " was not in

popular use.

ublicity" was already widely used, but with

various shades of meaning.
advertising," "-paid puffs,
sense, "news."

It was sometimes called "free
n

or, in its most legitimate

Theodore Eoosevelt in 1902 d9tio»d publicity

as "the making public, both to the government authorities

and to the public at large, the essential facts in which
the public is concerned*

Within the financial ooamunitv the terms "advaxv
tising" and "publicity

were often confused and more than

occasionally they were used almost interchangeab}
Owen Connor, financial editor,

Fhi^efr^

Pdflio

Mm*

in 1927 said, "If it is publicity in the proper sense, it
Is advertising and belongs in the paid columns of the

paper*

If it is news you can only cast suspicion upon the

item you offer when you call it publicity*

wl *

But, in the

IM

!

I
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same year

,;.

*

Auracher, advertising manager, Cedar

f

ids

Savings Bank and Irust Co., Cedar Eapids, Iowa, commented:
anerally spooking news and public! tj are Tor all

Sactical purposes one and the same except that news
gathered for the public that desires to be indorsed,
while publicity is presented from the point of view
from one who desires to inform the public* Mills bank
publicity and bank advertising work together • • .
they are different in requirements, their execution
and point of view* • . • Genuine publicity
is news and
not advertising wearing a cunning veil. 11
'

In a speech before the 1917 #Aa convention ?rancls
II.

Sisson of the Guaranty 2rust Company, Sew York, a

pioneer financial advertiser and public relations practitioner, said:
I do not believe there is any method so good so
economical and none which will produce such quic
results and pay such high dividends in actual financial
returns as well-conceived and well-executed advertising
which discusses frankly wi
.~e people of the country,
through the paid columns of the newspapers and
periodicals the business problems of common interest.
... Xhe so-called prejudice against Wall street which
exists in sons parts of the country is born largely of
this same ignorance of the facts and men behind them.
Advertising which will dispell that iterance can only
be good in its effect.

But, just two paragraphs later with no transition

nor definition of tents Sisson said, "Here is the great
opportunity to erect a statue of publicity to enlighten
the world,

Herbert 3. Kulford of Ames, Emerich and Co. of

"Publicity of the sale of new securities is the most well

known form of advertising.

jert Stevenson,

**4P

-

.'.
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t

*3
vice-president of the publicity committee of the Investment
Bankers Association of America (IBA) in 192&, also tended
to confuse the terms when he said,

"-£h©

Investment Bankers

Association of America has started a publicity campaign to
increase the education of the public on investments*
I

.

.

.

presented for the publicity committee, a report recom-

mending the association authorise the sum of $250,000 for

a nationwide education advertising campaign.

m

referring to the same effort when he mentioned "public!"
campaign" and "advertising oampaigr

Shis confusion over the meaning of the terms did

cause some problems*

Oftentimes men performing the same

function in two different banks would be called by different

titles—advertising manager* publicity manager* or something
else coined by the individual bank*

She interchange of

terms also caused problems with the news media*

Owen Qonnors

told the 1927 PAA convention, "Let me urge one and all of

you that you should not put your items before the editor
as publicity,

xhe word has become hateful to the men in

the newspaper office*"**

At the 1928 convention Lee Koser of Albert Frank

and Company, New York, told the FAA delegates

A great deal of free publicity so called should more
properly be referred to as advertising matter disgu
as news matter* But that is the work of press agents*
It has nothing to do with publicity and the correct
sense of the word* publicity as defined and practiced
by successful and ethical publicity men is something
entirely different* The publicity man is a natural

..

«4

development of a conplex business end Industrial life
combined with an ever increasing necessity for speed
and accuracy in newspaper production
>

So, it was possible for legitimate news material

being distributed 07 advertisin

publicity managers of

banks to be confused with "free advertising" or "publicity"
in its worst sense, causing trouble both for the media and
the financial community and diluting the impact of the

Message that banks were trying to communicate.

There is

also evidence, as will be shown in Chapter f f that by
operating under the terms "advertising " or "publicity it

may have encouraged bankers to think more in terms of
immediate , tangible results than in terms of Ions-range
effects in the arena of public opinion*

In addition, as

the interests of the V4a broadened under the umbrella of

"advertising" the breadth of its activities were not fully

understood nor appreciated*
In 19M- Lewis F. Gordan, vice-president, Citissns

and Southern national Bank, Atlanta, and a former president
Of the FAA, said:
ie biggest job we face is one of self-interpretation.
Too many an uninformed bank man thinks ours is an
Association almost exclusively for the professional
advertising man and in no sense considering; himself in
that category, the bank man, the investment banker, the
savings and loan man decides that it holds nothing
for him* .Chore are hundreds and hundreds of such men
who would join tomorrow if they only understood. 2hey
are sensing and seeking the ym^ help and information
which our Association could give them* That is what
mean when I say that we have a job of self-interpretation.

ml
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Not only were the definitions of the terms
"advertising" and "publicity" unclear and oftentimes over-

lapping in the financial community, but the activities of
the men of the FAA were more extensive than either of these

terms would indicate.

These activities included, among

other things, customer and employee relations,
W. R. Morehouse of the Guaranty Trust and Savings

Bank of Los Angeles, one of the FAA founders, said in 1917
that his department, in addition to planning and executing

advertising, maintained communications with bank customers
at the bank to assure "chey were being properly serviced.

Members of his staff would circulate on the floor of the

bank to check on customer reaction to the bank ' s service.
The titles held by the members of the Association
are indicative of the variety of activity of the FAA

members and of the FAA itself.

Some were called advertising

manager, publicity manager, assistant to the president,

manager of the new business department, vice-president,
and as early as 1921 public relations manager.

In 1921

Charles Casson of the Chemical National Bank of New York

held the title of director of public relations

r'

Glenn Griswold, editor of the Chic ago Journal of
Commerce in 1925 commented on these titles:
I do not think there
two investment houses in
has the least conception
of what you expect me to
department. But I don't

is one banker in ten and not
10 that, as an institution,
of what are the potentialities
call the advertising
like to call it that because

v

....

'
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I think the department in which you £i>'AA laeabers] are
working encompasses so much more than advertising,
that it is a misnomer, and the fact that it is a
misnomer points out
weaknesses of the whole
situation as I see it.

He went on to say that the title ought to be vice-

president with general supervision over advertising, new
business, public relations, public policy, and "also a

statistical department

who comprehends and directs all

contact with the public and all understanding of public

questions •*•

Frank H» Fayant, vice-president of Thomas ?• Logan,
Inc., Hew York, in 1924* in speaking on the sane subject

said,

M

2hey £FAA members] are called public relations or

publicity manager, advertising or new business manager,
assistant to the president, assistant to the vice president,
vice president etc.
vice president*

Itxay

all should carry the title of

For if there is any officer in a bank,

the importance of whose duties entitle him to rank next to
the commanding officer, it is the nan who is charged with

the responsibility of promoting the public relations of
the institution." 8 *

Even as early as 1919 it was recognised that the
FAA had a larger scope than just advertising and public!
At the 1919 convention during a discussion on the affiliation of the Association a Mr. Powell seamed to spotlight

the inaccuracy of the terms in relation to the FAA.
said, "Shis particular crowd [FAAJ is probably less

lie
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connected with the advertising association than any crowd

possibly could be*

Most of our discussion has been on the

line of service and industrial research; in fact, the

public relations of the bank and the cosaaunity it serves
is not what might be tensed advertising at all, unless you

go into a very broad field.

•

•

At any rate, it is rather

farfetched to claim we are only an advertising group.
In describing the principal function, of a bank

advertising nan at the 1925 FAA convention, Francis Siseon
stated, "To six a metaphor, he should be both the mouth-

piece %e the business to the public and the mirror or the
public mind to business.

He should have the contacts in

the business world which would enable him to understand its

problems and the public contacts which provide a hearing
for his suggested solutions." 31

is is quite similar to

the public relations staff function as outlined by

Professor Scott Gutlip— to interpret public opinion, to
counsel management on meeting the demands of public opinion,

and to interpret the organisation to the public* 89
But, even with this definition of the function t

7AA members and the recognition of the broad activities of
the FAA, it still continued to operate under the term
•advertising. "

And, the greater portion of the discussions

at convention and in the Association's publications, prior
to 1933, was dedicated to advertising in its narrow

definition.

There were papers delivered at convention and

i

*%

Umi

UMi Mi
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articles In the Bulletin before 1933 that dealt with the

need to communicate more

conflprehensivel,/, the ad vantages of

favorable public opinion and the broader meaning of advertising » but the majority of the dialogue was limited more

narrowly to advertising; and publicity techniques.
I&ings began to change after the 1929 Crash and

rapidly after the 1933 Bank Holiday.

The term

w

publ

relations" became more commonly used to describe the

activities of the FAA and the dialogue at convention was

more about courting public opinion and the need for public
confidence than about the techniques of advertising and

publicity.

began when

In 1930 agitation for a name change for the FAA

C

,

Wctterau, vice-president, American 2rust

Company, Nashvillo, Tenn., wrote that "the name of the

association, Financial Advertisers Association, is somewhat

misleading.

...

As the years passed the scope of the

association has greatly enlarged. *••

An editorial in the *AA Bulletin in August, 1933t
emphasised the broadening scope:
If we look backward over the history of the
Association ... and notice what has been taking place,
we realise that the advertising man isn't concerned
merely with advertising. It is true that our objects
as set forth in the constitution and by-laws seem to
be limited rather closely to the subject of advertising,
and this we think of as telling the public the virtues
of the companies or institutions we represent. But
whatever may have been the character of the activities
of the men who originally made up the #AA we no longer
are advertising men purely
purely and simply.
.
. Now it is
a* fact that the FAA has been stressing the public
relations angle of advertising on its members steadily
and increasingly as the depression continued.* 4

Mm
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The theae of the 1933 convention was "Public
Halations.

"

The titles of some of the papers delivered

are indicative of the change t "What the Alert Banker
Should Expect of

Ills

Public Eolation* nan/' "She Place of

the Bank Employee in Public delations Work/

Dealing with the Press ,

"

1

"Open-Handed

and "Eoads to Public lavor» w **

2his great, almost overnight, change was due as

we will see in Chapter V to the great shock the bankers
received from the 1933 Bank Holiday *&d their awareness
that the depression and the Bank Holiday had alaost

destroyed the confidence of the public in the financial
community.

!Ehis

was a blow not only to their status in

the cosaunity and to their pride, but it was a blow to

their business as

wall— three things deeply important

to

the banker.

After the 1933 convention and prior to the 193^
convention the wording of the FAA standards of practice

was changed to reflect this growing recognition of the
range of activities of the ?AA and the importance and use

of the term "public relations."

For instance, the first

standard of practice was revised to reads "To cling stead-

fastly to truth in advertising and in all public relation*
activities."

!2he

second standard of practice after the

change read: "To seek public confidence on a basis of

frankness and fair dealing and on that basis only."*

By 1938 there was greater recognition that the nam*

50
or the Association did not describe its true function*
2his note appeared in the January 1938

Members of the Financial Advertisers Association
/@
frequently suggest that a different nasi© wot
a more accurate picture of the Association's activities* But t the better naas has yet to be evolved*
Perhaps because a complete descriptive title would
read somewhat as follows: "The Bank* »iavinga,
and Investment Association of Advertising* Public
olations, Publicity, Personnel and Business Ken." 3 *
In March., 193-3* Leonard A* ualna, president 9

change in a letter to the Bulletin .

He wrote: "Xou have

apparently gene far beyond the field that night be ea*pected

from an organisation that uses the word advertisers and I
would if possible like to see the name changed*

*

*

•

i-iany

bankers* perhaps old fashioned, are opposed to anything
that carries the word advertising*"**
took nine more years for the

adopt a new name*

i'AA

to final

In 194? under the presidency of Kobert

Llndquist the name was changed to Financial Public Ami*.
tione Association*

Be wrote in that year:

r new name, the more 1 see it the more X like
it, is making us increasingly conscious of the meaning
and significance of public relations* It is not Just
publicity, not just advertising, not just business
development, not just an attractive bank, not dust
good manners, not just oonounlty activity, it is all
of these things, but its significance runs deeper than
that, for public relations has everything to do with
that which spells success and profits to a bank*
ihe development of the FAA, first under the umbrella

of advertising and publicity and then under the more

•-•
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accurately descriptive term public relations,

..owed

generally the outline or the development of the p

ce

of modern public relatione*
utlip ax

*ter wrote that the period 1917-1919

brought dramatic demonstrations of the power of organised
promotion* and so it

to the banker and the FAA as we

shall see in Chapter V*

*hey stated that the period

1919-1933 saw the principles and practices

licity

o

learned in the war put to use promoting products,
banks this was also true with the emphasis on advertising
to promote their prouuct— financial service*

An

.p

aad Center saw the period 1933-194-3 as *he time when the
art and practice of public relations was extended*
Certainly this was true in the financial communis and the
tfAA.

c
Shis will be shown in more detail in Chapter 7**

Although there was early recognition within the

9AA that its various activities did not fit the term
"advertising" and it eventually espoused the term

relations,

public

the FAA remained aff iliated with the AACfcV

throughout the period of this thesis.

But v almost from

the beginning of this affiliation, there was dissatis-

faction with the relationship.

There was a growing desire

to be more closely associated with the ASA on the part of

the PAA*
The FAX had seme difficulty in being recognised by

both organisations*

There was "a fight" 42 to have the FAA

k£j
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petition accepted by the AAOfcW, because the ?AA was the
first '"buyer" of advertising to attempt aeabership in the
AAOfcW.

Among the AAC&w's 145 member clubs and 16,000

individual aeabora were men representing advertising
agencies* advertising specialty manufacturers, agricultural

publications, the business press, directory publishers,
graphic arts, magaalnee, national advertisers, newspapers,

outdoor advertisers, poster advertisers, religious press,

and retail advertising,

**'

There was a feeling at the 1919 convention among

FAA members that

we were not fully understood by the

Associated Advertising Clubs of the World."

At that

convention the FAA ^mM»^L a resolution giving its board of
directors discretionary powers as to future affiliation*
It provided that the board of directors could change the

affiliation of the FAA to whichever organisation would

better fit its needs,

ine ABA was mentioned prominently,

fiolderness said, "We have had difficulties, and we have

not always felt that there was a frank relationship which
should exist between a department and a parent organisation.

"4 *

These difficulties peaked Just prior to the 1919
convention when the AAC&W insisted that the FAA pay for

exhibition space at the convention, something it had not

been required to do before.

She ?AA in turn was forced to

advise its exhibitors of this requirement "on the eve of

Mi,

I
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the convention," which caused embarrassment to the VAA

officers.* 4

By the 1920 convention these problems seemed to

"there is now an entirely satisfactory and complete

adjustment of relationships between the Financial Advertisers association and the Associated Advertising

dubs

of

the World and we are now upon the ease basis as any other

departmental of that organisation and we hope that pleasant

relationship will continue in the future •"**

However, during 1919 the FAA became the largest departmental
of the AAC&W, and the AAC&W publication carried more

quotes froia papers from the financial departmental meeting

than from any other departmental session.

She parent

organisation commended the FAA that years "It is gratifying
to note that the financial advertisers division representing

more money than any other division of the Association is
also the largest in point of membership and had one of the
best departmental meetings at the convention. w4 *
There was a split of sorts, however, between the

FAA and the parent organisation in 1924 and the FAA did

grow closer to the American Bankers Association (ABA)
beginning in 1919*
Until 1934 the FAA held its conventions in
conjunction with the AAC&V.

She AAC&W held its convention

IbAhmb?
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in London. Lnftland* that

.year.

She officors and directors

or the FAX at a midVwinter oonforaaco in February, 1924,

decided that a large percentage of its members could not

attend the London convention and because of this the FAA
should hold its own convention in the United states* 4 *

October and had a greater number of delegates and a larger

number of exhibits than any #AA masting up to that time.* 6
-From

1924 on the FAA held separate conventions,

independent of the AAGfcW.

However, certain of the FAA

members continued to attend AAOkW conventions as repre"wBa wwi ™<s w ^#10

^F<a>
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9

As stated earlier there was a desire within the
FJUl

to be recognised as a legitimate part of the banking

She September, 1916, FAA Bulletin

organisation, the ABA.
reported:

An effort was made to get a representative of the
FAA on the program of the ABA convention, but it was
found impracticable to &et such representation on the
printed program. ilhere is still the prospect that the
FAA would be given the oppo&fcunity to informally bring
before this great gathering of American bankers its
claim for recognition by that body* As a matter of
course, the FAA must first and foremost maintain its
close connection with the Associated Advertising Clubs
of the World, but it is desirable that a very close
relationship with the ABA should be maintained* It
may be that the FAA will have to more permanently
establish itself before such recognition will be
given.**
r
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AA was not put on the 1916 ABA convention
program* formally or informally 9 and it wan not until 1919
that the ABA recognised the

MA.

In 1919 the ABA appointed a public relations

committee (sometimes known as a commission) the chairman

and part of the membership of which were prominent and
active members of the FAA.

In 1920 the ABA requested that

the ?AA set up its advertising exhibit at the senior

organisation »s convention in Washington* B.C.

An ?AA

speaker was placed on the convention program in 192C
*he cooperation between the ABA and the $AA continued to

grow closer after 1920.

This cooperation will be discussed

in detail in Chapter V of this thesi
Ve will move now from a discussion of the origin*
function, and affiliation of the FAA to a consideration of

the nature and fluctuation in slse of the FAA membership.

She original constitution provided for a membership
of the

'advertising or publicity manager or any official

of a bank, trust company or investment banking firm or
institution* provided such individual or institution

represented by him shall in application for membership,
subscribe to the standards of practice of this association
*™^*^^

JS*-**

' ^^
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* ••^•mswmw^ ^^
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wkVAAe»^f*» ^^•mw^^i

^f^0

^PSJSflswins'

as "^wsja^smBwBfc ^asp 9

*^*
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1917 the membership clause was broadened to include
individual and corporate members, but it was still limited
to banks, trust cota?anies 9 and investment banking

.
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1918 the clause was extended still

further to provide for an associate membership for financial

publications and agencies supporting financial advertising, **

Eventually associate membership increased to

include other banking organisations.

Membership of the PAA grew rapidly in its first few
years,

starting with *7 members in 1915 i it grew to 106

members in 1916 and 243 members in 1917*

By the end of

World War I the Association had more than 400 members*

Although the FAA made a concerted effort to increase its
membership through personal solicitation, letters to bank

advertising men* and the placing of feature stories in
bank-trig

journals, it did not accept all who applied*

foreword of the 1919 Sapor w

ojf
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2he

stated:

A review of the history of the Association
discloses among other things, the fact that its doors
have remained securely locked to every applicant for
admission whose past record would not stand close
scrutiny, and whose purpose in joining the organisation
was purely selfish* Ho one has gained admission by
accident, through oversight or just because the
Association needed funds to carry on its work*
Although it is not generally known, a number of applicants, because of their unfitness, have been denied
the privilege of membership. 6 *
In 1919 the constitution was attended to limit

membership to 500 active and 25 associate members because
"this is one of the national organisations where ^uali

counts most*"**

;lowcver, in 1921 there was a waiting list

for mamber&hlo sad the constitution was amended uraf n in

.!

i

*

57
order that "the 11ml t may be extended* "

Ihis amendment;

erased the limit an the number of members.

Membership hit its pre-World War II peak at Q37 in
1929 •

But, then membership fell off quickly, hitting

bottom in 1935 at 320 members, apparent!/ because of the
effects of the depression on bankers and the many bank

failures and mergers during this period.

Membership began

a steady ascent in 193^t and by 1947 there vers more than
1000 members in the FAA.
The general trend of the

J?AA

membership curve

correlates very well with the General Business Index Curve

and the General Advertising Expenditure Curve*
dramatic correlation being from 1929 to 1936*

Appendix A.)

The most
C^ee

Shis correlation is reflected in the atti-

tudes of bankers during the period of this thesis*

'jChese

attitudes and their possible effects on membership will be
examined closely in Chapter V of this thesis.
It is true that the total membership of the PAA

was only a small fraction of the number of state and

federally chartered banks in the United states*

A member-

ship study shoved that in 19*5, 60*3 per cent of the

958 members of the FAA were banks— some 766 banks*

At

at time there were more than 15 §000 banks in the United

States*

However, among the 766 banks in the FAA were nine

of the largest ten banks and 73 of the largest 100 banks
in the country

6*

la

MM

*1
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She aenbership study also showed that ?.$ per cent
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12.2 par cent were in the category of publications,

advertising agencies, bank advertising supply houses, bank
organisations, etc.* 7

AM,

Shis latter category

Included the

several state bankers association, the Christian

Balance Monitor, the New Yorfe

i^e,

the WtfjL street

She implications of the size and nature of the

membership of the FAA throughout its history, its affiliation and cooperation with other organisations and its

growing scope of activities will be discussed vis-a-vis its

possible influence within the banking conssunlty in

Ropta*

r«
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The FAA has been described a© a "non-profiting
mutual benefit association" and an organisation where "all
of the funds received from dues are refunded in service.

The words

'cooperative,

!?

"mutual*" and "service

repeatedly in the literature of the ?Ak.
will deal with the services the

£*AA

1'his

Tt

appear

chapter

provided its members

and will show, incidentally, how mutual and cooperative
these services were.

In the course of this discussion of

services the breadth of interests of the PAA will be
evident.

In the interest of efficiency and clarity this
chapter will describe the development of the principal

service functions of the FAA by topic rather than
chronologically.

£hese topics include the FAA's official

publication Bulletin , a portfolio service, an annual
convention and its resulting Report of Proceedings , and an
array of committees, the majority of which were research
committees*

The development of the Central Office and the

services it rendered also will be described*
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as been called

e BulXc

Ideas,

-it

"a clearing house of

exchange on financial advertising,''*

and a "journal of human relations in the financial flel

r

:.

It was, throughout ?AA history, the main communications

medium with the members between conventions*

as such,

tex&,

it reflected the changes of emphasis within the FAA and

its expansion of interests throughout the years.

Some

members felt that the Bulletin "is worth the entire cost
of membership • *"
"•

Bulletin was distributed to members only and

was not available to the general public.
23txe

first Bulletin was issued in February, 1916,

three months after the founding of the FAA*

It was merely

a four-page foidover containing principally announcements
about the new organisation and encouraging part

in the FAA*
from

ifcion

It did contain, however, an index of articles

fTfufVrfirftJ

Jflft

and System * a Chicago business publica-

tion, that were pertinent to financial advertising*

By

December, 1916, the Bulletin had taken on a more "aagasine
look, and its contents were more ambitious*

?hat issue

ran the first of a series of articles on 'our greatest
problems,'* which included such things as "the difficulty

of making the American people convert to the idea of thrift

and economy * and "the re-establishment of public confidence

in-Tin
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la a city that baa suffered an unfortunate bank suspenjio:_.

*

2heae problems were discussed in the page* of

th* Bulletin by FAa members and

averts outside the Association

ri

the best infomation available* 7

inanelal advertising

in an attempt to furnish
f

J2he

Bulletin printed its

first halftone in June, 1917* a photograph of a crowd

around the display window of the Guaranty tfrust and having*
Bank, Los Angeles* 9

for the first two years of the

FM

the Bulletin

With the

was edited by the president or vice-president.

establishment of the Central Office in 1913 the secretary
of the Association took on the responsibility.

Editing of

tn* Bullfftfo remained a duty of the Central Office from
1918 on.

?h* Bulletin was not issued on a regular basis
until 1920 when, under the presidency of Fred

*** Bulletin became a monthly publication.

tf«

Ellsworth,

In 1921 an

editorial board was appointed for the Bulletin * and the

mage i1 rift was enlarged slightly.

By 1924 it had expanded

to 32 pages, containing reports of the activities of the

membership, results of Questionnaires initiated on subjects

such as the Partial Payment Plan, and "a cross section of
the constantly changing policies, plans, and ideas of

financial advertising."*
2his "cross section

1

*

encompassed many different

subjects, ideas, causes, and at times forecasts of future

1

1

if

.
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developments in advertising, public relations, and in

The first oause was promoting the sale of Liberty

Bonds during World War I*

Issues throughout the war

encouraged members to assist the government as much as

possible in these sales*

Holdemess as president in early

1917 told the membership through the Bulletin * "The FAA

through its president volunteered its services to the

President of the United States for any line of duty not
covered by the Associated dubs*

And, later in 191?

the editor wrote, "let us dismiss from our minds as

unworthy the individuals and the corporations who are
exploiting present wartime conditions as an opportunity
to make unjust profits and let us sing praises to the

individuals and corporations that are sacrificing for
*p^w*iWwwi ww*/ w
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democracy, notwithstanding a bond sold usually meant a

loss in bank deposits and a decrease in the bank's personal

profits,

" ll

And, in 1916 in writing about the Liberty Bond
drives, J* N. Higley, publicity manager, She Joilar Savings

and Trust Go., Youngs town, Ohio, wrote in the Bulletin
"What a remarkable opportunity the banks have to place

themselves before the public in the strongest and most

favorable light.* 1 '

After the war there were articles

explaining and discussing the effect of the war on
financial advertising*

:
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Another cause supported in the
Tor good service to bank patrons*

x

was the

In 1917 the editor

wrote
ery financial advertiser appreciates the value

of efficient service to patrons. He knows and he feels
that unless his efforts In advertising are well
supported by service that Is efficient he cannot count
on very effective results* • * • She day is past when
the financial advertiser can confine his efforts to
advertising without giving even a passing thought to
the type of service he advertises* His work is not
only to advertise but also to improve and maintain
the efficiency of the service of the bank that be
the advertising and service will combine to secure new
business* l *
And* as if to punctuate this idea, the Bulletin

in August, 1917* began a series of "employee examinations"

which could be used by members to increase the sensitivity
of bank employees to the needs of the customers and to
their role in the public relations of a bank*
The Bulletin encouraged FAA members to educate the

public about banking and finance*
sjssjfjir,

jchse&l

In 1918 Philip J* Lawler,

tM&flp Bsmtrimmtt

Isjsjf

mf

Hal/,
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Francisco, wrote a piece for the Bulletin calling for

"educating the American public early in the schools of

America " and explaining his bank*s method of attacking this
problem.

He wrote that his bank with other banks "recog-

nise^ its place In the community as a public servant and

as such realises it has a public duty to perform*" 14

&sployee relations, customer relations, and the

promotion of the use of advertising and publicity by banks

M

mmm

m
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wore central themes in the Bulletin prior to 1933*

But,

there were also articles by members and editorial comments

about the need for cultivating public confidence*

Arnold F. Brunkow, publicity manager, 2he

Jnion 2ruct

national Bank, Spokane, Wash*, wrote in 193$
By taking the public into ita confidence and giving
it the first hand information regarding ita activities,
the public utilities of the country have established a

much improved footing with the general public* Ku.cn
has been said about the mysteries of banking, but
there is not enough being done by the banks to remove
it and correct the mistaken opinions held by many
regarding the banking business* Shese opinions nave
developed among the masses beoause of the lack of
information regarding the operation and conduct of
financial institutions. l(

After the 1929 Crash there was mere and more
written in the Bulletin about the n^ed for building public
confidence.

C* H* wetterau, former FAA president, wrote

in 1931: '"There is a need today for financial advertising
executives with a better knowledge of their institutions

and policies as well as an understanding of prevailing
conditions*

They must be able to interpret their banks

and its policies in such a manner as to continue to increase
confidence of the public in financial institutions*

An editorial in the March, 1932, Bulletin told the
t

why not give them [the public] something constructive to talk and think about instead of just saying
don't talk depression* If the bankers don't
sively tell the people what they should know and if
they don't direct their thought along constructive
lines, who will
oo many financial institutions have
remained silent too long* rhey have been rumored

*"HkiL^
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about, belied, slandered and malicic
ealurdnatad
and Jaave said nothing* What does the public think
about one accused who gives no defense*

There was little use of the tens "public relations'

1

prior to 1932, but as mentioned* in Chapter 111, many of
the FAA activities under the heading of advertising and

publicity could have been classified as public relations.
In 1952 the tern "public relations " began to appear more

frequently.

Then FAA president K. A. Lyon wrote in the

Bulletin in October, 1952, "the Chicago convention of the

FAA was remarkable for one thing*

The note of measured

optimism of the members concerning the Job which lay before
us as public relations men*

•

•

•

elves Eslc j have

«

been at least in part to blame for the years during which
public relations was considered pretty generally unimportant.

"^

In 1933 and thereafter the term "public

relations" was used extensively in the Bulletin to describe
the activities of the FAA and its members*

In January, 1933*

the FAA executive secretary, Preston Heed, rec own ended
that the membership read Crystalln jfflfi f11 *} ic opinion

Edward Bernays* 1 *

I

And, there were articles on topics such

as "She Public Helationa Manager's Job

1

*

and "Public

Halations functioning.
33*°

Bulletin also acted as a medium of forecast*

During the 1920-21 recession the Bulletin ran a piece by
JC*

Leroy flemmor of Oakland, Calif*, entitled "Helping

Forecast the Business

a."

Beginning in 1943 the

::.
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.letin published regular features on postwar planning

for banks and in 1946 the Bulletin ran a siae-page feature

on the new communications medium, television,
ice television is

explained,

ins editor

being talked about more

and more in the general scheme of things we felt that the
accompanying story by Farosworth, pioneers in the field of
electronic development, would be of interest to ?AA , era« w * 1
In 1946 there was such interest in television generally,

but the great expansion of television programming had not
yet begun.

1

3y 1947 the Bulletin was running regular columns
on public relations, publicity, radio and television,
at development, and occasionally bank architecture*

'throughout its many years of publication the

Bulletin reflected the interests and worries of the Faa

and its members and acted as a "el earing house of ideas,
as well as a vehicle for reporting the activities of its

members and its various committees* **
.

-olio Service

Like the Bulletin the Portfolio Service was a
mutual help effort by ?A* members*

A portfolio was a

collection of samples of advertising or of ideas for the
conduct of events, such as anniversaries, submitted by

members for distribution to all other FJU members*

Each

portfolio usually dealt with one subject or one theme, and

n
members were requested to submit enough copies of a piece
of literature for distribution to each fellow member*
This meant that 07 the end of World War I v members were

required to submit more than 400 copies of a particular
sample or plan.

She first portfolio was distributed in .February,
1910, shortly after the first Bulletin was issued*

a collection of advertising material

It was

'chosen for color

scheme, style, text matter, type arrangement and for the

use to which it was put* t,r4

Portfolios were distributed

quarterly until 1920 when they became a monthly feature* 3 *
In that year the Portfolio Service was described as

"perhaps the most outstanding service feature of the Asso-

ciation

.

•

*

and a feature worth many times the membership

fee." 9 *
But, by June, 1924, the Portfolio Service had

fallen from favor*

me

Bulletin reported 1

Our portfolio in its present form has outlived its
usefulness and has not sufficient value to warrant its
continuation* Unrelated pieces of advertising have
little or no constructive value without some ooncuption
of the plan behind them* It is inconceivable also that
all advertising material in any portfolio can appeal
to all members* Our interests and problems are so
widely diversified that the plan behind a certain piece
of advertising has far more interest and value than
the advertisement itself* It is planned in the coming
year, therefore, to combine the portfolio with the
bulletin into one big useful publication* special
pieces of advertising will be portrayed in an interesting story of the advertising, its cost, manner of
distribution, known results and its relation to other
advertising, together with any other information the
>v
>er contributing the material may wish to give.

.

•
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Another reason given for the discontinuation of the
Portfolio Service was that in 1924 TOO copies of a

particular sample or plan were required to
and, as a consequence,

'the best

stake

distribution

and most expensive pieces

of advertising seldom got into the portfolio

r,at

£his service was missed apparently by the members,

for by November, 1924, there was such a demand for something to take its place that a new, but similar, program

was initiated, called the Folio inhibit.
"lending library

of portfolios.

It was a kind of

Instead of submitting

700 copies of an item for distribution and permanent

retention by the members, under this new program members

were asked to submit only 20 copies of a particular item*

As Preston Keed explained:
These copies are filed under the proper subject
and then when a member asks for information on most
any subject, a loose-leaf portfolio is made up of
these samples and ia loaned to the member for two
weeks* At the and of this time the portfolio is
returned and before it is mailed out again additional
material which has been received in the interim is
added. ... Together the collection of portfolios
covers 150 subjects.*

These portfolios in the Folio Inhibit included

more than Just samples of advertiaing.

They included

material on public relations and on subjects related to

public relations such as methods of conducting anniversaries, new bank openings, and the operation of a special
i*s

department in a bank.
Burl C. Howell, assistant secretary, Peoples

...

?3
havings

and.

Loan Association, Konroe, Hich., wrote to the

executive secretary in April, 193Si

Your portfolio arrived thia morning along with
in X expected*
your letter*
ankly it was such nor© than
For the past three months I have been running up our
bout pi
public
postage bill trying to get some information about
relations. Like most everything we search high and
wide for the solution is often under our nose* She
answer to my inquiry was right on ay desk in your
letter* Your treatment of public relations gives us
something definite to work on* 1 have felt good about
:

it all

day."

The Central Of floe received many other compliments

on this service*
from C.

D*

Perhaps typical among them was a letter

Lincoln, assistant vice-president, Seouri

Trust and Savings Bank, Los Angeles*

He wrote concerning

a portfolio on "Personal Solicitation of trusts* t "Shis is
one of the finest reports on this subject that it has been

my privilege to read*

*

*

*

Jhis is an excellent example

of the splendid service which the Association is able to

render. ***

She Folio Exhibit Service remained in operation

through the time under study in this thesis.

The original ?AA constitution provided for the
conventional set of officers—president, vice-president,
secretary, and treasurer—and a board of directors to

conduct the business of the Association*

A director was

elected for each Federal Keserve District to act as an

Ntl«t<;

a

mi*

7*

official liaison for the Association in his particular
district.

The constitution did not provide for an execu-

tive secretary nor for executive quarters**®

or she first

two years of the FAA the day-to-day business of the

Association was conducted by either the president or the
secretary from their respective places of business*

There

was no clerical help except that from the personal staffs
of those two officers*

Soon after the founding of the FAA

the president's office became an exchange point for advice

on advertising programs and for an analysis of circulation
rates among various publications throughout the country
that carried financial advertising*

As the Association grew it became apparent that
an office with full-time clerical help was needed for
orderly and efficient conduct of business*

In September,

1918 v the ?AA opened a Central Office at 715

ixailw*.

Exchange Building, St* Louis, Ko., with the responsibility
to issue the Bulletin and portfolios and keep the files

and records of the Association and 'act as a clearing

house for the ?AA. "**

The elected secretary, who at that

time was Heldemess, was responsible for coordinating the

activities of the Central Office*

Xhe office had one

secretary to handle the clerical duties*

ft« Louis was

chosen as the site of the Central Office because Holdernees
was employed by a St.

cuis bank*

Ihe Central Offloe

"floated" to the city in which the elected secretary

mmm
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employed until it was permanently established in Chicago
in 1922.**
;at

months after the establishment of the Central

Office a reference bureau was created in that office

because "the secretary has had so many letters from members
asking advice on various advertising problems,"

oldernese

commented that "when our reference bureau shall be assembled

with a considerable library of catalogues , references,
treatises we shall be in a better position to render
services of this particular character."**

uted publications to the reference bureau.

Members contrib1'he

reference

bureau has been expanded over the /ears until today it is
a rather extensive library on financial advertising,

public relations, business development, and marketing. a *
In 1921 the Central Office moved to Chicago when
Gaylord

,,.

secretary.

Horse of the State Bank of Chicago was elected
In that same year Lloyd L. Coon was hired as a

full-time assistant secretary, along with two women to do
tile

clerical work.

Early in 1922 the Central Office was

permanently established in Chicago, and Coon was appointed
as the first executive secretary because the growth of the

organisation had increased the demands placed on the

member secretary.

Morse evidently was unable to devote

enough time to either the PAA or his Job to be effective
in either and this was Jeopardising his paying position.* 6
At this tise there were some 600 members in the Association***

n
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improved considerably by this time, and it could afford to

sake this move.

As of June 1, 1922, after paying all

outstanding debts the FAA had $2,170.05 on hand-alaost
double that of the previous year*

And, that happened while

their expenses were increasing over the same period by
$2, 935.71.

This increase was due to an increase in dues

and an increase in membership •

The dues for the active

members were $2&*0Q and those for associate members were
£20.00 in 1921.

She #AA was not a wealthy organization at any time
compared with other banking organisations such as the ABA

and the Investment Bankers Association.
its history it was self-sustaining*

$12.00 with no initiation fee.

But, for most of

Dues were originally

In 1917 a 110.00 initiation

fee was added to increase revenue*

As the number of members

increased and FAA services emended, money was tight*

In

1920 there was a small financial crisis in the FAA.
C. A. Gode, FAA treasurer, reported that "last year [1920]

prior to the convention we were as usual short of funds and
had to draw on some of our members for this year's duesasking; them to

pay in advance so that we would have the

necessary funds to see us through*"*'

This was accom-

plished and later the dues were increased as indicated above*
Once over this financial trouble, the Association remained
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in the black with no serious financial troubles even

during the loss in membership after the 1929 Crash.
She increase in services and the increase in

1935 there was a sliding scale for dues.

?or banks and

trust companies with leas than $500,000 capital* dues were
124.00; with less than $1,000,000 capital, £36.00; with

less than $3*000,000, $46*00$ with less than $10,000,000,
$60*00; with less than $25,000,000, £75.00; with less than

$50,000,000, $85.00; and for those with $50,000,000 or
over, 3100*00 •

iuex'e

were other scales for investment

banking institutions do ins local or national business and
for mutual savings banks with various assets*

Dues for

financial publications and others in the associate membership category were $40. 00.

Individual members paid only

$12.00 in 1935.*
d& 1947 each item in the scales had increased about
25 ]?&r cent.

But, in 1922 when the Central Office was

permanently established was the point in the FAA history
that it really achieved financial stability.

Central Office because the average nail time between

Chicago and the membership was shorter than it would have

been from any other city.

In addition Chicago was

considered "an experimental laboratory

with 216 banks

id*
.

>
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*

ranging in siso from under one million to over one billion
dollars in deposits at that time**"

With the establishment of the Central Office and
the hiring of Coon* the services to the members increased.

A questionnaire program was instituted as a method of data
J&ch month for several months the Central

collection*

Office distributed questionnaires to the members solicit lag
their opinions and ideas on a variety of subjects that

included such topics as "Christmas thrift Clubs

Partial Payment Flan."

;:

and

"line

She replies to the questionnaires

were filed in the Central Office and a report was published
*°

tSke

Bulletin *

ihe questionnaire program was not com-

:

pletely successful, however.

Although the Central Office

was able to collect some data, the response of the members
in completing the questionnaires was disappointing to the

executive secretary,

Coon commented in the Bulletin . "We

should have a more liberal response if we are to be successful in building a real service department in our Central

Office."* 3

In February, 1925»

*&**

questionnaire program was

discontinued because of a lack of response from the
membership. 44

In its place the Central Office adopted a

sew method of obtaining data.

Each month the Central

Office asked five members, picked at random, one question

which pertained to financial advertising or associated
subjects.

She five answers were published in the

mi

m

1
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n
voon said, "It is our

succatdl&g issue of the Bulletin *

ong conviction that ve will build up in the Central

Office a fund of information on all advertising subjects
for the benefit of our members*

on resigned froa the Jtkk in Hay, 192^, to take a

ore

lucrative position with the Foreman Bank in Chicago***

In September that year Preston k* Heed was appointed

Heed remained with the FAA until ill

executive secretary*

health forced him to retire in I960*

More than any other

one nan* perhaps with the exception of Kolderness, Heed is

credited with the development of the FA&*

In a manorial to

lead in the Bulletin in I960 it was stated. "By the
inspiration he imparted , he molded our membership into a
fraternity of kindred spirits each willing and anxious to
help with the other's problems*"**

ring;

his tenure the

Bulletin was enlarged, the Folio inhibit developed, a
system of regional conferences instituted, and the annual

convention increased from three to four days, featuring a
series of lectures called "a school" in public relations

and advertising*

It was also through his efforts that a

school for financial public relations man was established

at northwestern University in
••'^^ *^^^» V
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glasses in 1924, case to the $kk with a great amount of

energy and a background as a professional musician,
educator, and advertising man*

After graduating from

Ml
Mi
..

tmt&&\ *«

*

•

Albion College, Albion, hich. in 1915 »

iie

was & featured

sua ic ion on the Chautauga Circuit in the summer and the

Lyceum Circuit in the winter*

After a few years as a

musician, he returned to school, doing graduate work at
the University of Chicago*

Later he taught printing*

literature, debating, drama, scientific management* and

journalism at the high school and college levels*

He

became dean of the Central College of Commerce !

oago

before talcing the job as secretary of the Chicago Advertising

dub

in 1922, the largest advertising club in she

world at that time*

Reed came to the 7A& from that position*

During

his 36-year career with the FAA he was elected president

of the Association of Executives Forum of Chicago (1956-57)

He was a lecturer on public relations for the national
Institute at Lansing, Kich., the School of Banking of the

South at Baton Rouge, La*, and the Hew Jersey Bankers

Public Halations School*
Within the FAA he was a stimulating force*

board meetings he acted as the devil's advocate*

During

Leisurely

smoking his pipe, he would take a position contrary to the

prevailing one until a full exploration of the subject
under discussion had taken place*
board members as "Provocative Ires.

He became known to the
T

'

In 19^8 when it

looked possible to establish a school on financial public
relations at northwestern University, Heed called a

I
I

MM

!

meet ins of the officers

arid membax-s

directors to discuss the school,

of the board of

Thomas ?« kiphart, a

board member, remembered in I960 that Heed wanted to
establish the school in the summer of 1948.
February, 1948 •

It was then

Kiphart stated, "Host thought it couldnH

be done-— it would take much longer to get established*

For two solid days Pros kept us working fit* nine o* clock
in the morning until the wee hours the next morning, and
we came up with a curriculum that has required but little
change since the School was started in 1948*
During the 1930s Heed, through his column in the
Bulletin, continually stressed the importance or public

confidence in banks and of better public relations
In 1933 he wrote: "ivery banker now

practices for banks*

knows that the most important asset the bank has is the
loyalty and patronage of a well informed, financially
educated public.

Ignorance is one of the greatest causes

Fear destroys confidence.

of fear.

know the facts*** °

She public wants to

And later that year he wrote: "There

exists a need for better understanding between the bank

and the public.

Lack of confidence alone has closed

hundreds of banks in the last few years and may close
others*

The fc

iat

a bank Is well managed and properly

conducted, does not necessarily suffice to lift it above

suspicion*

Banks must not only deserve confidence, they

must possess it.

I do not

hold with the school of thought

...

i<*.

02
which believes in sitting quiet in the hope that the storm
will blow ove

Under Reed's leader ship the nervioec of the Central
Office increased greatly*

She Central Office acted as an

"employment mgsaoy" for men in financial advertising and

public relations.
in the Bulletin

In September, 1921 , this note appeared

:

2he Central Office has been the recipient of
several letters from financial institutions who are
of live wire
interested in securing the serv:
while it is not our
Sublicity and central file met.
esire to act as an employment agency, we do believe
we can be used advantageously as a medium through
which desirable connections could be formed* If you
know of men who can qualify for such positions and who
wish to sake a change or i
are in the market for
such a man we would appreciate your writing to the
secretary*

3y 1930 Heed was able to write in his column t
the Bulletin

;

One of the valuable services of the organisation,
which gets little publicity, la that which pertains to
employment and vocation* 3aoh year the Association
has been of assistance to banks, trust companies and
investment houses in finding men and women in advertising, new business and publicity departments*
Central files contain information concerning men and
women who are seeking employment or those who want to
make a change* u4
In 1925 the Association began a buyers service for

its members.

If a member was in doubt as to where he could

obtain a particular piece of advertising merchandise, the
Central Office assisted him in finding the best buy***

In an attempt to protect its members from disrep-

utable companies the Central Office in April, 1925,

H
established a Confidential ?ile on such subjects as reports
of unfavorable deal lags with service houses , reports of

publications which did not maintain a one-price policy on
space, facts and figures concerning services which have

proven successful and those which have failed, and information on ''fly-by-night" promoters who were "constantly
originating panaceas."

The source of the information was not

members on request.
divulged.

£his information was available to

At this tiae there were about 110 companies

that manufactured bank advertising material and had

salesmen on the roau u

By 1930 the Central Office had become a public
warning post for unethical operations in financial advertising operations*

Heed wrote in that year: "what do you

say that this year the Association make an attempt to clean
up on some of these high pressure salesmen who are preying

upon uninformed bankers.

*his can be done if over? member

will inform the Central Office when an unsatisfactory

contact is made with a representative of a sales organisation."

lie

wrote that the following was a typical letter

received in the Central Office: "He [the salesman] is

reported to have used high pressure salesmen ship, becoming
abusive when the bank was not interested.

He gave the

names of two other banks whom he claimed were using their
service.

In writing to them, they disclaimed all knowl-

edge of him."
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When these complaints were received in the Central
Office, the company in question was notified and, in

several instances, the salesman was dismissed*

If no

action were taken by the company, the Central Office sent

a notice to all of its members and often a warning would
he printed in the Bulletin .**
Ti^ff

Is en example of such a warnings "Warming**-*

Word has come to Central Office that Bankers Cooperative

Association and the Philadelphia Bank Bote Co* have
endeavored to sell two banks in the same city the same

advertising material, on an exclusive basis*
in this case was
^m*»s^

%**•*
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sfle^^B*ma^^mm»

.

I

me

.

Sheridan*

*MF%iWBwn*e ep*^s*wHws**^wh

s*f**jfc

•ww™^**

She salesman

Any information from
*»#it£«

"*s^^a^™*jp

^bp^*^ imhhm*v n*mip

will be appreciated.

In addition to conducting the day-to-day business
of the Association and running these established service
programs, the Central office under Heed assisted the

membership in other ways*

For instance, in 1944 a member

asked if it were permissible to photograph new ration
tokens that were about to be placed in circulation*

Heed

researched the answer through the Secret Service and other

question*

2he tokens were not an obligation of the U.

Government, such as currency, and they could be photographed, but only in black and white* ••

2he Central Office was, and is today, the hub

jaUL

•

around which most of the activities of the FAA revolve and
the point through which information on the activities of
individual members and of the various committees of the

PAA are funnelled to the members*
ftfMffllV^ri ^^amltteem

Share was a plethora of committers within the FAA*
Most, such as nominating committees, convention committees,

and membership committees, were transitory*

It would not

be practical to chronicle the activities of all these
committees.

Therefore, this section will concentrate on

standing ooramit tees— and their subcommittees*

These were

the Extension Committee, the Hesearch Committee, and the
indardi sat ion Committee

She committees followed generally the theme and
thrust of the Tkk itself*

l hat is, prior to 1935 their
J

interests were primarily within the narrow definition of

advertising and publicity*

After 1933 these interests

chanced somewhat mad broader aspects of banking mad public
relations were considered more thoroughly-^particularly

among the research subcommittees*

permanent committee that served as the lons-raage planning
committee for the
suggestion of C*

JPAA*
II.

It was organised in 1924 at the

Henderson of the union Trust Company

>:&*;©

of Cleveland, a member of the board of direc

(

He

believed that in the life of any organisation there are

perioda when

jcomes stagnant or unattractive to

prospective members*

He thought that there should be a

committee within the FAA to develop plans and suggest means

for the Association "to perpetuate itself and make it ^row."
The Extension Committee was the outcome of that
suggestion.

Bobert J* Isant of the Central national Bank of
Cleveland was appointed as the committee's first chairman.

She committee met twice in 192t 9 and as a result of these
meetings ideas were generated that brought about changes in
the portfolio service* the Bulletin , and increased members 9
dues*

The Extension Committee also as a result of these

meetings recommended to the board of directors that a
fiesearch Committee with four divisions be organised within
v *-* w

-*

*»<4*v

*Mw

w4» » etweKqWiw

w^ps*™ *

An Appropriations Division* is recommend a standard
form of detailing advertising appropriations (budgets);
a standard method of fixing its amount and stand:.-.
allocations to the various classes of media and services*
So procure and direct
*ect Kail Division.
simultaneous test campaigns in various cities under
conditions which will reduce variables to the minimum;
to analyse the results of such campaigns; and to report
the findings*

Principles and Practices Pivision. To find the
weight of well-informed opinion concerning moot
questions and to promulgate conclusions thereon which
shall have the authority of the Financial Advertisers

MBH

Mi

••!•>-:.

.cecutive Sivi
ordinate and carry into
effect the word of the three research divisions' %
"

'£hese

recommendations were accepted by She boa

of directors, but no action was taken to appoint the

Sesearoh Committee, and when the Extension Committee net
again in 1925, leant was disturbed by this inaction and
threatened to adjourn the Extension Committee unless some

action was taken.

It was*

The Research Committee was

established in 1925 and continued work throughout the
Additional divisions, or

period covered by this thesis*

subcommittees, were added from time to time to stud

subjects of interest to the members of the Association.
The Extension Committee also recommended that the

FAA prepare and publish a book

H

which shall set forth the

fundamentals of financial advertising.

By October of

1925 an outline of the book had been prepared.

It

consisted of 14 chapters that were to be written by 30
different authors , all but two of which were FAA members.
£his book was devoted almost exclusively to advertising

in the narrow sense of the wo

ublic relations was not

mentioned in the outline, but it did include some subjects
pertinent to public relations.
This proposed advertising text included such topics

as direct mail advertising, media for advertising, advertising for rural and small city banks, how to be individual
in copy, and copy, layouts, and typography.

It also

•

.

A

.
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included, however, the

ance

of local conditions on bank advertising,

integral part of its community, and the use of house organs

as internal and external media of ex>mmumications*
In considering the content of the book, it is well

to consider the time frame in which it was proposed*

During the 1920s the FAA was operating mostly under the

terminology of advertising , and its principal themes were
in advertising and publicity

.

It

^ipal themes,

i

as has been pointed out, in 1933*
She text material for this booi; was written and

illustrations were gathered,

book was n&ver published*

She 7AA felt that since the book was prepare

jo MM

different authors, it was necessary to have sons outstanding writer edit the book in order "to get a one-tone

quality throughout the book and to coordinate the chapters. "**
Several different writers were employed to edit the book,

but because of "unforeseen circumstances each in turn was

unable to finish the work.
In order to salvage the great amount of effort put
into the book, the authors were asked in 1328 to revamp

their chapters and bring them up-to-date for publication
in

tla«

Bulletin *

Beginning in Hovember, 1928, one chapter

a month was published in the Bulletin *
.
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similar to the one mentioned above was written under the

auspices of the FAA in 1932.
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The Extension Committee's brain child, the Research
Committee be^an work in 1925, and by November of that year
the first reports were published in the Bulletin .

Principles and Practices division, for instanoe

ft

2he

reported

on a questionnaire survey in which it attested to determine
the opinions of #AA members concerning program advertising,
special edition and special page newspaper advertisin
the basis for advertising in financii

nations, the

proper attitude toward salesmen and the attitude towai
syndicated advertisin
that

FM

imittee found, for example,

members almost unanimously were opposed to

advertising in event programs of other organisations*
The majority felt, however, that for particularly good

bank customers some contribution might be made, but without
using the bank's name.® 7

S!here

were other reports on

outdoor advertising, mass distribution, streetcar advertising, and direct mail*

By 192? the subcommittees, or divisions, of the
Research Committee had expanded in number to Include new
business contests, window displays, mortgage advertising,
central file, internal bank advertising, exhibition

advertising, advertising accounts, publicity, radio advertising, and notion picture advert! si:

The following areas of research begun by the radio

advertising subcommittee in 192? are given as an example

no

;
.
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•jse oubcoiafflittc-es.

£h* research interests

were;

a

purposes for which radio
be used successfully as a financial advertising medium*
It So v^iscov

2. To find out the reasons governing selection of
3. lo investigate the methods which have been most
rogram*
successful in hull din

4. To find out the relative attention value of
different types of programs*
>• io find out the actual results accomplished by
financial houses which have used radio, and to endeavor
.s method with other media*
to find a comparison oi
• investigate the hookups which have been made
with other forms of advertising*

7. fo investigate if any form of survey has been
made to estimate the number of radio owners who
appreciate the programs offered.
3. To obtain the specific opinions of those who
have used broadcasting as to the value of same*

9* *o investigate the possibilities of joint
financial advertising through extensive broadcast!!,
nationwide 9 to educate the public in the uses of bank,
trust company and investment houses*®*

When these research objectives were outlined,
radio was increasing in popularity as an advertising mediumi
The National Broadcasting Company and the Columbia Broad-

casting System had begun operations, but radio had not hit
its heyday that was to come in the 1950s and 1940s.

Also

to come in the 1930s was a systematic survey of the

popularity of different programs*
began in the early 1930s* a *

The Gros&ley Reports

Up until that time fan mail

91

was relied upon as a measurement of program appeal.

Go,

it would appear that the research interests of the FAX

regarding radio were pertinent and perhaps somewhat ahead
of their tine when coopered to the general application of

survey techniques to radio audiences*

After the 1933 Bank Holiday the number of research
subcommittees eatpanded again* as did the interests of FAA
research*

In 1935 a subcommittee studied the problem of

promoting savings deposits during the period of recovc
from the depression*

2his subcommittee found that there

were many hanks turning away people who wanted to deposi
money in savings accounts because the banks already had
too mush money on hand with nowhere to invest it.

Zhese

banks apparently felt that it would not be profitable to

take in more money in savings*

mare loans*

i'ftey

were trying to promote

She FAX Research Committee recommended that

banks not continue this practice*

It reported to the FAA.

if

as bank advertising and public relations men, we
appreciate the viewpoint of the banker as a buyer of
funds but we also realise that the depositor from whom
he buys does not regard himself as one selling something
to the bank, but as a customer of a bank* His experience with banks is that they have always been eager to
accept his money* What is his reaction now when a
banker hesitates to accept his money'
Be* average
depositor does not understand this banking problem
from the viewpoint of the banker* * * • It is a major
customer and public relations problem and deserves
serious consideration.
In 1933 there was a subcommittee designated to

study public relations of banks*

This committee reported

MlttatM
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,

that 33 per cent of the oaalcs questioned in a survey were

conducting staff meetings to discuss bank public relations

and 30 par cant wars increasing personal calls on
ous toners*''

1

In 1936 the Research Committee undertook a compre-

henslve study of the relationship of banks to their
employees and their customers*

It sent out 350 question-

naires to banks of varying slses and obtained a 70 per cent
response*

It found that less than half of the banks

replying paid particular attention to customer relations

which the committee felt was not "a high enough proportion.
It found, however, that 203 of the 243 banks replying

conducted meetings of officers and employees "regularly or

occasionally to discuss banking problems*

Ms

report

was made available to all members of the FAA with the
recommendation that more attention be paid to customer
relations as a part of their public relations programs*
It is true that the greater part of the effort of

the FAX Research Committee over the years was oriented

toward advertising and not definitely toward public
relations*

However, there were findings that would be

helpful in any public relations campaign.

It is also true

that the FAA was committed to the idea that research was

necessary for banking in advertising., public relations, and
business development*

In 1938 the

FM

invited Elmo Roper,

a pioneer in survey research, to speak before the convention

<

•.''."33

?

'
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on "Can Hesearch Benefit the Ranking Business?"

Ha

explained his method of survey research and told the delegates: "It is my belief that research can help bankin
If it should turn out that you have to look for a broader

market for the product you have now got for sale, it is
the proper function of market research to help locate that

broader market. "**

He also told them that in a recent

survey done by fortune Magaslne bankers ranked second behind
the

^M9

power*

as groups who the public believed abused their

He said the same survey shoved that in popular

esteem bankers rated at the bottom,

Koper said he had done

a survey in Xerre Haute , Ind. t in preparation for his FAA
convention paper.

He found that more people in that city

would borrow from a savings and loan association or

government lending bureau than from a bank to build, buy,
or improve a home* 74

An article in the Bulletin in March, 1936, also
emphasised the importance of research;

Public relations policies are distinct, planned,
rlmadefinite actions aimed at definite target
targets are grievances which the public or portions
of It already holds against a company. These
grievances may be imaginary or real: they range from
the sublime to the ridiculous; but they have one
thing in common—they're all important, The target
is the imaginary "glassy eye and fishy heart" conception
of banking, and its demolition is paying big dividends
in new business.
.{perienced public relations men know, however,
that the real causes of the most bitter grievances may
be hard to find* They demand surveys, audits of a
company's public relations position; or, as one

,'..•.

company has expressed it, "goodwill inventories, for
urveys
targets oust be seen before they can bo hit.
lie relations programs are
sometimes show tha
tt*y cauno* poasifcly
ggggg,}*,*.

^oh

She point here is that the FAA was emphasising

t

its members the need for research in both advertising and

public relations in order to sore intelligently carry out
their programs*

A statement by Cedric A* Morris, chairman of the
FAA Research Committee in 1928 seems to eapsulise the
attitude of the FAA toward research.

He speaks in terse

of advertising 9 but the sentiment can be as easily applied
to public relations*

He said:

Hanging on the wall in the research laboratory of
the General Motors Corporation is a motto which reads.
"Opinion will only be tolerated in the absence of
facts.
2he advertising prof ession is a long way
perhaps from applying such a motto to its manifold
activities t but the handwriting Is on the wall— faint,
perhaps, and in places barely discernible-— so the day
is approaching when we must seek out and find the
facts before we perfect our plans and spend our
appropriations •
'

Another committee which is of interest here is the
FAA Stefidardlsation Committee.

Eae committee began a

continuing study of the difference in advertising rates

charged financial institutions by newspapers throughout
the United States in 1929 prior to the Crash.

It found

that there were newspapers that charged higher rates for

financial advertising than for other forms of advertising*

On the basis of this report the FAA went on record as

Em MM
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"uiujuallfiedly opposed

t<

present practice Indulged la

a few dally newspapers of making a disc

a special financial

rate.*'
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Copies of this statement

were sent to tbe of rending newspapers, the American News-

paper Publishers Association, and to all members of the

AM,

Investment Bankers Association, and the Reserve

As a result some, but far from all, of the

Bankers*

newspapers charging the higher rates to financial institutions revised their rate structure*

One can see from the foregoing that the interest
of the FAA committees discussed was primarily in advertising prior to 1955 •

However, after 1935 public relations

shared the spotlight, except in the standardisation
Committee.

Animal Gonvegtlaati
She FAA annual convention has been called "a

university for three days" in financial advertising and

public relations*

From the first convention in 1916 the

•aphasia was on learning, exchanging ideas, and associating

with fellow members.
Until 1924 the conventions were held in conjunction

with those of the AAC&V because the FAA was a departmental
of that organisation*

But, as was mentioned in Chapter 111,

in 1924 the FAA separated its convention from the parent

a##tf
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organisation,

^ince 1924 the FAA held its conventions

apart froia the AAC&''.
By 1926 the convention pattern was fairly well

established.

'£here

vers general sessions with topics of

interest to all members and there were special sessions

for each of four basic &<%>ari^enta23— cocmeroial banks,

savings banks, investment banks, and trust companies.

In

addition to these sessions there were round-table discussions

and clinics on a variety of subjects, which included in
1946, for instance,

M

Consumer Credit" and "Bank Quarters

as a Public Halations Factor. "**
The topics and the speakers varied from the very

prosaic— "How to Build a Window Display" by a FJA member—
to the more fundamental as when Edward L. Bernays spoke

before the 1935 convention on "ssolding Public Opinion^

Share were also predictive speeches as in 1925 when
2r. Javid Ifriday, a consulting economist with A. G» Becker
(k

Company, Hew York, told FAA delegates at Columbus, Ohio,

"I am getting out of the stock market and buying bonds*

If you have a sluqp in i

years j

...

I think you will

il&ir

[in two or three

Mi

be back in a depression,

liko 1924-, and for a longer period of time» M *°

Shore were repor

..iss

of communications

that might be of interest to FA& members.

In 1925

&. Am Wright of the First Wisconsin National Bank,

Milwaukee, gave a report to the

FM

convention on radio as

£&

.

i

« a*

u

•
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a publicity and advert ising medium.

Commercial broad-

cast ing at that time was in ita infancy*

2he first

sponsored program had been ©roadoast over USaF in
City in August , 1322m

Bw

Xork

And, government regulation prevented

direct product advertising during this period*

over radio was not widespread.* 1

Advertising

Nevertheless, Wright

reported to the assembled delegates that at least one bank

had net with success in broadcasting and several were using
receiving sets as a means of servicing their customers*
fie

said the Union I'rust Company of Cleveland had sponsored

a concert and as a result received 2,000 letters coqpllmenting the bank on the broadcast •

Wright reported that

one banker told him, "Our set cost us three hundred

dollars and has saved us several times its cost by keeping

in touch with the market at all times*

•

•

•

One afternoon

last fall, the day cash flax dropped eight cents, we saved
half of what our set coat us on the grain we took in after
1:30 p*m*"

Another bank reported that it provided its

customers with forms on which they could copy market prices*
wright concluded
It is safe to say that first as to broadcasting
/alue to the
there is at present a large public
institution which is large enough to pay the freight*
Jecond as to receiving, there does not seem to be any
great publicity value to the bank operating the
receiving set; although in view of the low cost of
such a set, its installation is Justified because of
the market reports service to customers and ample
radio entertainment.

-'•'

m themes of the conventions followed the

trend,

within the FAA mentioned several timee before in this
That is, prior to 1935 the emphasis wee on

thesis*

advertising and publicity* but with some activities under
those terms that could easily be classed as public relations*

Prior to 1933 t;ypioal speech titles were: "The Performance
of the Business Cycle: Its Effect upon Financial Advertising,

"

"How to Build and Sell an Advertising Budget,

and "An Advertising Failure.''

'

But, at the sane tine there

were papers delivered on "Publicity and Hew Business Effort
Attendant upon Opening a Hew Branch or Hew Sank
"Successful Methods in Securing the Cooperation of
Directors, Officers, Employees and Stockholders,
"What Business Development Methods for

and

ing Banks

(2hia last speech in 1924- included the value of having

sufficient parking facilities

bank customers*)

In 1933 the theme of the convention was "Public

Relations."

She titles of the papers delivered at this

convention are representative of how the thrust of the FAA

changed in 1933.

Some of these papers were: "What the

Alert Banker Should iag>ect of His Public Halations Han,
"She Place of the Bank Employee in Public Eolations Work,

"C#ea-Handed Dealing with the Proas. " and "Heads to Public
Favor.

The topics of the speeches were not determined
haphaaardly.

Speakers were asked by the convention

.

I

MM P'J

atX
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MKX
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committee or by Reed to discuss a specific subject before
the

?U

Several speakers at the conventions

membership.

began their talks with phrases such as, 'Tour secretary
has asked me to speak to you on

.

•

*

Beginning in 1937 the format of the convent
changed somewhat.
"school

''

Part of the convention became a

in subjects pertinent to public relations or

In 1937 !•

banking.

ft

Hepner, a professor of psychology

at ^Syracuse University, gave four one-hour lectures on

subjects relating to the molding of public opinion.

These

included a discussion of introversion and extroversion as

personality traits with which the public relations manager
would have to deal in and out of the bank.

Hepner also

gave a report of a free association cxperiac:

with 100 adults in Syracuse* N.I.

I

nduoted

He told Fa* convention

delegates that some of those in the experiment commented:
"Bankers are usually vary wealthy men and have important

positions.

Many of them commit suicide if they know that

their bank will fail," and ''Bankers—bi^t fat, large

limousine 9 ardent golfer, large mansion, intelligent and

dignified looking."

But, he said others associated banks

and bankers more favorably— 'Banks offer a superior type
of employment" and "Bank presidents are usually respected

citizens.

rhe point was that individuals view banks

r

"

differently and bankers must be aware of the differences

in order to see where their problems lie.* 4

-

Mil IjflMi
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In 1936 Dr. James C.

.

ooley, professor of banking.

University of xexas, gave lectures on economics sad
la 1939 Hartford Powell of the Institute of

banking,

Public .eolations, Inc., Hew York, lectured on

" Semantics.

In 1940 Jr. Henry Miller Busoh, professor of sociology and

head of the division of social sciences at Cleveland
College, Western Heserve University, Cleveland, spoke on

World Today and the Public Hind.

lie

r

*ais feature of

the convention continued through 194? when in that year
lir.

James F. Bender of the National Institute of

lations. New Tork, lectured on "Sincerity and

Relation

llucsan
Sftuaan

^ring this particular convention "ochool

.

session" Br. Korman Vincent Peale, pastor of the Marble

Collegiate Church of Hew York, spoke on "The Art of Living."

Conventions between 1916 and 194? were held in the
South, southeast, Southwest, West, Middle West, Horth, and

East.

But, the location of the 1942 convention was unique.

It was "By Kail."

Because World War II had cut available

travel facilities, the FAA decided that as a patriot

gesture it would hold its 1942 convention by nail,

xhose

invited to deliver papers at the convention delivered them
in writing.

These papers, along with reports of WAk

activities, were published in book form and mailed to each

member of the FAA.

after each convention from the first in 1916, a

tmMft

ffif

iPmtyUfffi* "•* published.

A Report o?

.«»JSO ;.-•*!"<

M liltf

;
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oeedlnRS is essentially a transcript of a convention,

including the papers delivered, the lectures given, and the

discussions held in each of the group sessions of the

ach member of the Association received a

convention.

copy of vha j*spprt_of ProceediagSt whether he attended the

convention or not.
in and

out,

These reports seemed to be popular both

of the Association.

In 1916 the #AA president

reported that the Report of rrooii^ flfis had been used "as

a reference and textbook in some colleges*

2hore were

requests for the book outside the Association and additional copies have been forwarded to officers of financial

institutions, **•
In 1930 the secretary reported that these reports
"have been pronounced by eminent critics as being the &***

and most authentic text books on financial advertising
published. H

He did not report who were the critics.

He

said copies were requested by the Hew York Chamber of
Cootaereet the

§fc#

Louis Public Library, the American

Beakers Association, and the Associated Advertising Clubs
of the world.**

In addition to the annual conventions, the fAA In
1925 began regional conferences "as a means of better

serving our membership and spreading the gospel of public
relations to an ever widening circle of bankers.

1944

i?AA

In

officers conducted four one-day conferences in

Sew York, Syracuse, Detroit, and Columbus.

Hiimre

was no

'.
.

.,
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htm
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evidence that this "fly log circus" was repeated after

19^.

'"

In 19^7 the faa was planning additional services

for its membership.

In his first report to the member* as

FAA president, liobert Lindquiet wrote:
cur customer relations f Has are in production* a
committee has been appointed to prepare a practical
Dublic relations manual* discussions are underway
toward the establishment of a public relations school
next summer , our annual advertising survey is uaderwi..
our organisation of a new employee relations departmental is complete. I-,very week our members are
bringing public relations messages to bank study
conferences » convent ions ? group meetings. Committee

As you receive your assignments, I know 1 may count
on your help with these fine projects and others to
follow.*

*^
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previous three chapter" have been primaxi

descriptive of the antecedents of financial advertising
and public relations, the development of the FAA* and the
services it rendered froa 1915-19*7*

Ms

chapter will

attest to specify Indicators of the quality of the
performance of the FAA and its influence within the
financial community.
The influence of a trade or professional association upon a specif ic field is an abstract entity, particu-

larly when there are no scientifically collected data to
support a specific conclusion*
FAA*

0m*m is the case with the

There were no comprehensive surveys taken among

members or nonaenbers during the period 1915-19*7 to

measure /AA influence or performance*
Therefore t this writer* during the course of his
research* was constantly alert to indicators of Influence

or performance or factors that might be considered indicators.

There seemed to emerge four indicators that might

be constructively considered in making an evaluation of
the influence of the

FAA—-either because of a direct or
108

.
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2hese four indicators

an apparent link to that influence*
are:
1.

xiie

fluctuation in slse and the nature of FAA

membership.
2* 'Phe activities of the FAA before and after

crisis periods in banking— more specifically before end

after the 1929 Crash and the 1933 Bank Holiday.
3«

ilie

activities of the PAA and its members in

association with other larger and admittedly more influential financial organisations.
4. statements about the &&A by members and

Bach of these indicators will be dealt with separately under subheadings in this chapter.

During the discussion

of these indicators , and as a corollary to it 9 the

changing attitudes of bankers toward advertising and

public relations and the changing emphasis within the

I?AA

will be described.

*

*
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If an organisation ceased to exist because of a

lack of membership , then one might assume it was not

accepted as useful or influential in its area of interest.
If, on the other hand, an organization rose dramatically

in membership and contained the largest establishments in
its field of interest, then one might assume that it had
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attained acme level of acceptability.

And, therefore, it

Bight prove profitable in the evaluation of an organisation
to look sore deeply into membership fluctuation and nature
to discover if it were due to the activities of the

association or to some outside phenomena—or due to a

combination of these two things.

Furthermore, if there

were indications that the organisation itself used aembership as a measure of its success, then one not only would

be justified in investigating membership as an indicator
of Influence, but he would be forced to investigate it in

order to reject or accept the judgment of the organisation.

She

FM

of assfeership.

did not cease to exist because of a lack
It did have dramatic rises and drops in

membership and, as mentioned in Chapter III, among its

members in
countr„

.

19^

Itt*.

were 75 of the top 100 basks in the
v^o las itself

mentioned the increase in

membership as an indicator of its recognition within the

banking community.

In 1920 the FAA secretary reported to

the members, "2he association membership is full with
several on the waiting list.

We are attracting the

attention of progressive bankers.

He said they had

received applications from secretaries of stats bankers'

associations asking for membership*

Because of the above, this writer believes the
sise and nature of the membership should be investigated

as an indicator of influence within the financial community,

Ill

As mentioned in Chapter III, membersxiip in the FAA

grew rapidly during its first few years,

starting with 47

members in 1915* it grew to store than 400 members by the
end or World War I.

iSosept for slight drops in 1920 and

1923 the membership increased steadily until It reached a

peak in 1929.

With the 1929 Crash the also of the

membership dove until it hit bottom in 1933*

MA

Beginning

in 19314 the sise of the membership rose again and continued
to increase through 1947*

What phenomena might have

^m responsible,

at

least in part, for these crests and valleys in the FAA
membership curv

The

J?AA

was founded in 1915 and held its first

convention in 1916, not long before the United states
entered World War I*

And, World War I has been cited as

having given the field of organised publicity and public
relations great isspetus.
Va;

Outllp and Center wrote, "World

gat dramatic demonstrations of the power of

organised promotion to kindle a fervent patriotism, to sell
war bonds and to raise millions for welfare work."*
Edward Bermays wrote similarly that "World War X gave
emphasis to the development of planned techniques in

professional public relations.
She banking profession was not immune to this

swirling promotional act

around it*

heavily involved in selling Liberty Bonds*

Banks were
It became the

Mi
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banker* a patriotic duty to advertise bonds*

And, he did

see during World War I the value of advertising and publi-

The banker 1 a behavior toward the public changed

city.

during and after World War I*
Hobert Lindquiat stated:
The war period with its financing inncvatio.
served to wipe from the Kinds of haake>a»eat such of their forjaer thinking aa to the
unethical nature of advertising and the direct
solicitation of business, and also as to the
restricted market for their services* She is^etus of

phase of promotion , in which they added many other
foras of advertising to their
*r restricted use
of newspaper space and adopted aggressive activities
for tho promotion of business* 4
atements by other bankers stress the influence

the war had on the© in their relations with the public.

John

.

-ice of the People's Savings and Trust Goscjpany,

Pittsburgh* Pa., consented in 1920* "It [the war} taught

us that we had our heads too high and our noses too close
to our business*

Thousands of people visited our bank for

the first time when they came to buy Liberty Bonds*

many cases it was their first trip to any bank*

•

•

In
«

One

housewife confided in blushes that she did not know how to

make out a check."

Prise's bank in response to this public

interest instituted a Hose Service Department to help teach

people how to use a bank.*
V. mU Korehouse, a pioneer financial advertiser

and public relations practitioner and president of the FAA
in 1919 expressed the opinion that "the recent great

"'

«

12

War did more to bri.

Jiaacial advertising to the

favorable attention of our Dancers than what financial

advertisers ware able to do in all the years prior to toe
great struggle. **
Snare were many examples of the changed behavior

and the lessening of inhibition on the part of the banker
after

Ma* I.

Kiss Jessamine

oaglaad of the

National City Bank of Chicago told how h&r bank in 1919

gave out American flags to everyone who opened a new
account or five dollars or more.*

vice-pr ©aider.
said

hir>

.

,

Mb Joseph

H. B* Grimm, tni:

Valley Bank,

Hi .hart,

lnd«,

bank gave dances and parties and dinners for its

employees in order that the officers of the bank

•

achieve a first-name relationship with employees*
,ier

banks were more dramatic,

2?he

Pirst Kstional

Bank of .Detroit in an attempt to publicize a new building

moved 85 million dollars in securities in horse-drawn
moving vans, guarded by 100 armed policemen*

Thm move

made the front pages of the Detroit newspapers*

Shese

kinds of events would have been unlikely before World War 1*

Vhm. this change in the behavior of bankers was
~.ing place, it would

seem natural for them to seek

assistance in a field in which they had little experience

and no tra

MU

xhe ?Aa was the only organisation whose

-pose was the study

and the betterment of financial

advertising and whose founders and early members were a

114

part of the financial community—-however a minor part,

2ae

FAA also stood for truth and integrity, which was not
altogether common In advertising and publicity at that
tiae.

And so , for the banker, searching for the best

techniques and philosophies to advertise or publicise his
teak, the FAA would seem to have \men the logical place

for him to gravitate.
Julius

-tor,

vice-president, Detroit Trust

Company, Detroit, explained his joining the FAA in these

terms*

He said:

It was June 16, 1916 . . . when our board of
directors created a new business department to have
charge of the company's advertising to secure new
slness. . • • I started writing advertisements a:
1 fear the first ones were rather crude. ... l.arly
in the game I heard of the FAA. One of the strongest
appeals this organization made to me was the opportunity to meet and exchange experiences with other
men in this same line of work. My company joined the
It AM. and the first convention X attended was the one
held in Hew Orleans in 1919- X would like to
acknowledge here the benefits derived from attending
this and subsequent conventions.

The membership of the Association &i

after World War X, as we already have seen.

m

rapidly

It might be

stated that the rapid and perhaps dramatic growth during
this period was due as much to this phenomenon as to the

performance or influence of the

FAA..

It is difficult, if

not impossible, to say what were the exact causes of the
rise in membership—whether it was due to the war or to an
exemplary performance of the FAA, or some combination of
the two*

•„;.
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the causes for the drop In membership after 1929 and the
rise after 1933

What phenomena were present that night

have contributed to this membership fluctuation?

Was it

lack of performance or influence on the part of the ?AA
in the first place and exemplary performance in the othc
Or, was it due to some outside phenomena
iere

are signs that the banker's conversion to

advertising and a more open relationship with the public

was not as deep as it would have seemed after World War I«
She change in behavior during and after the war was
apparently not indicative of a solid attitude change*
When business continued good, bankers continued to be less
inhibited* and the sise of the membership continued to
rise*

When business went sour, some bankers reverted to

their older behavior toward the public and the membership
sise went down.

It seems it was not so much economy, but

an aversion to communications with the public during these

What was the behavior of the bankers during those

periods after the 1929 Crash and after the 1933 Bank
Holiday?
Colonel Frank Xnox, publisher of the Ohlcafto Daily

Hews * in 1932 said, "I think that the great proportion of
the cowardice which characterised the banking profession

:SX9
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in the slump of 1932 was due to a guilty conscience
because, prior to the slump, bankers as a class had for-

gotten some of the finest ideals and ethics of their

profession and had resorted to methods of money making
which, in their sober moments o£ second thought which earns

after the collapse , they recognised themselves as Indefensible. "**

United states Senator Garter Glass of Virginia
seemed to feel almost the same when he said in 1952 that
"the Federal Reserve Banks have not broken dowr

iw

member banks , through cowardice t have ceased to function*
»

.

.

Sfca

banking community is frightened.

Whether these assessments of the banker's state of

mind are true or not

:

is apparent that a great many

bankers retreated, or tried to f from public view.
B. C. Forbes wrote in the Chicago .Herald and ffffltfaagr *»

1953 that "business man after business man has complained
to me that bankers

...

have uncompromisingly opposed the

spending of money on advertising

...

retrench, retrench,

retrench was their dominating objective.'

:

I. I. Sperling, assistant vice-president, Cleveland

Trust Company, in 1954 seemed to sum up the situation.

He

said, "Some banks have decided that the less you say or

print about banks or banking the less criticism you will
attract*

Shay act like the mam who refused to buy

aterine because he felt that even if he cured halitosis
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nobody would like

aits

anyway*

They decided that the wisest

policy is to leave the public strictly alone* uls
During the period after the Crash when some bankers

were apparently quiet, the PAA was recommending they apeak
up*

In an

ec

Lai in the

PAA Bulletin in 1932 members

were told:
>r the most par
m men who occupy positions of
financial leadership have maintained a policy of
silence* Unquestionably , there have been many good
reasons for such a policy; but there are also many
good reasons why it is regrettable* Just at the moment
when the right kind of financial publicity might do a
vast amount of good, the sources of information and
oounsel all but dry up. *

Hot all bankers were silent, however*

Peter

Kichalson, manager, advertising; and publicity, Bank of
America, San Francisco, told the delegates at the 1932
?AA convention:

Here among the delegates I hear stories of advertising appropriations cut or entirely eliminated, of
difficulties experienced by bank advertising men in
seeing bank presidents. To me, all of this is strangeit is bewildering— 1 can't understand* Kven the
calendar appears to be wrong* You can't be speaking
of 1932— it must be 1890—why you are dealing with
the most sensitive thing in the world— the public
opinion that makes or breaks banks* You fellows know
that, but your chiefs ought to Isnow it and this
association is one of the means for making It
to them*
When you go back tell them the Bank of
America spent $200,000 in three months advertising and
added 130,000 new deposits* • • • And tall them that
we are keeping right on spending and we are still
1

Kichalaon went on to tell the delegates that the

plan of the Bank of America included not only advertising,
but publicity, special events, and radio talks by prominent

-liJ
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Industrial and civic leaders of California—all under the

banner "Back to Good Sines

•

•

•

oad the

California

Nation to a Sound Prosperity.
/en with this type of information available

through the FAA, or perhaps because of it, the membership
of the FAA dropped during this period—a period during

which many bankers apparently reverted to pre-1900 habits*
of course, there were banks that failed and other that

verged that could have accounted for some of the membership
drop.

The 1933 Bank Holiday apparently shook the banking

community to its foundation.

Robert Lindcuist has said

that after the Bank Holiday the co

ice of

the people

in banks had been completely destroyed and

iea among

bankers was that they had to build back the respect,
esteem, and confidence of the public in banks •***

At this

time business was also becoming better.

When this idea came to the banker the FAA was, as
it was after world War I, the only bank organisation whose

specialty was communications with the public.

membership began to increase in 1934*
membership curve of the

i*AA

Thm FAA

It is true that the

correlates almost exactly with

the Business Index Curve and the Advertising Expenditure
Curve between 1923 and 1936.

(See Appendix A.)

It is difficult to state that J?AA degree of

influence or the level of performance, or lack of it, is

;
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indicated by the si so of the membership at any one time*
There is no way of telling in which direction the cauaal

relationship

goes—whether the Influence of the FAA

brought on greater advertising and p

relations effort

and so a greater membership, or whether a natural increase
in business caused a lessening of inhibition on the part

of bankers which in turn increased the interest in the

advertising and public relations programs of the FAA*
Because of this, this writer believes that the else and

nature of FAA membership cannc
indicator of influence*

considered a direct

It is, however, of interest as a

window into the behavior of bankers during the period*
lad, there is one other value*

It apparently does indicate

that bankers, after having been impressed strongly by an

event that affected the level of business and the repu-

tation of banks, were more inclined to Join the FAA*

It

after such impressions that the FAA, as the only
organisation dedicated to advertising, public
relations, and new business developments, thrived*

Ar.

as we shall see later in this thesis the FAA and its

members were called upon by other banking organisations to

assist in advertising and public relations campaigns*

I

might be that membership fluctuation, although not a direct
indicator of influence, is a tangential indication that the

FAA served a useful purpose within the banking oommuni

Hi

lao

ML

.
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aiding the 1929 Crasfr
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It seams apparent from the drop in

FM

membership

after the Crash, from the drop in advertising expenditures

after the Crash, and the apparent reversion of many hankers
to their silent pre-1900 posture regarding the public that

bankers were not convinced of the importance of continued

open communications with the public and were caught by
surprise when confidence in basics that they thought was

strong vanished so quickly*

If this is true, and it seems

reasonable to assume that it is, why were the bankers not

prepared for such a crisis and what part did the FAA have
in this lack of preparation?

Were FAA programs and the

ideas exchanged within the FAA unconcerned with public
confidence and possible crisis situations?

It would seem

by invest igat ins these questions one might uncover
indicators as to the quality of FAA performance and quite

possibly its influence, or lacs of it*

For, if the FAA

was not concerned with the possibility of crisis, then one
might say it should have been*

And, if it was and most

bankers were not accepting the advice, then one might say
the message of the FAA was not being accepted*

wording to John 3* Edlef sen, vice-president,

United States National Bank, Portland, Ore., in 1932,
lany years I have felt that by and large the adver-

tising most banks do seemed to be aimless and almost

.

film

lacking in cc

eni..

ated appeal •

Very little was

aimed at actually ae<juainting the public with the bank's
reason for existence and its .fundamentals of operation*
Very much was ais^

merely inviting patronage whether
If

there was rhyme or reason there.

bert Lindqulst es$l aimed, "Banks with their

emancipation fron old restraints and with newly found
enthusiasms, were seeing resu"

/ramid in number of

accounts and dollars of profits*

Actually they were

fcg

-

passing the first step in good public relations— the
.ness was with people and their

realisation that

biggest asset was the confidence a

o& will of the

public*

What part

the FAA play in this situation?

was its program oriented

;.

Bow

it not consider the broader

aspects of public confidence and public opinio

fhe

answer is that FAA programs for the most part were oriented
to business development anc

public confidence*

as cultivating of

But, there were voices within the FAA

that did consider public confidence and public opinion*

In 191? Prancis Sisson told the

ff*U

convention

Aelejpfafti

[advertising] is the surest and most effective
means, not only of reaching the public understanding,
but also inspiring public confidence, which is the
basis of all programs in a democracy. . . • One
iar service to be rendered by helpful advertising of this character is to dispell the very
general Illusion that the financial institutions of
ft
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the country are all part of an organised abates which,
like a great Juggernaut, moves about seeking whom it
may destroy, when aa we know, they are siiaply human
institutions , rendering; ^" f*fln service, ""ftnnft^ by hnf*fl tt
beings, even aa you and 1.
me so-called prejudice against Wall street which
exists in some parts of the country is born largely
or this sane ignorance of the facta and the men behind
them* Advertising which will dispell that ignorance
can be only good In its effect. Sitae leader of finance
and the advertising man who expresses fof must have
broader views regarding the relations of business to
society than ever before—and a certain amount of
i

loo often the course of legislation and litigation
growing out of it in this country proceeds from the
court of original error to that of ultlaate conjecture,
with no basis of knowledge or principle behind It.
Only insistent and persistent publicity can furnish
that background. Here is the great opportunity, to
erect a statue of publicity to enlighten the world, our
world, to dispell the shadows of ignorance and the
brood of evils which they foster*

Holderness, presiding at the convention, consented
on Disson's speech} "We consider [it] a profound interpre-

tation of the ethics, as well as the service of which the

Financial Advertisers Association thinks itself the

standard bearer.

Later in 191?
wrote in the bulletin

Ciuy W.

Cooke, then FAA president,

;

•e than two decades ago the education of the
American neoole in money *n& economics was <a^i*faiifon
by the financial interests to offset the propaganda
for the free coinage of silver, then the paramount

dropped the educational work so well begun and left
the great mass of people to be a living example of the
That the work, while elemental was essential, needs no
argument; but the cessation of educational aotivl
when the immediate and dominant need rvnA passed was
unquestionably an error. ... If precedent holds,

.
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such cries will recur again and again. ... But, the
great majority of bankers have yet to see the possibilities of continuous, concerted advertising and
publicity tending
;ive the general public a better
understanding both what a bank is and what are its
functions* . . • To this work the Financial Advertisers
Association is dedicated,

Herbert S, Bouotoii, ^.Lee-president, Doubleday,

Hew To, -.., in 1919 told the PAA convention that

T,

as immediate

results are required, the education of the public should

90 forward at the same time*

In educating the public,

much can be done to educate the bankers themselves
In 1919 when the ABA initiated its public relations
committee, the ehatrwan and several f

I

members of that

committee were FAA members, and at the 1920 ?AA convention

the FAA president emphasised the Association's role*

He

said, "The Public Relations Committee is designed to

conduct a continuous campaign of intelligent, accurate,

constructive education and our Association can cooperate

closely with this committee

.

.

.

the result of which

cannot fail to have a larger part in the solution of our
social and economic problems.

In 1923 Francis Sisson told the FAA convention

X sincerely believe that today those who are
engaged in financial advertising can be of more profit
the general public than ever before in helping
them solve the problems which lie before them* • • •
Under all efforts, either divert
;eneral, there
should be the appreciation that business rests upon a
basis of public understanding for its final stimuli
and ultimate profits and that business can pros
permanently only on a basis of sound

.

.

xm
In

192ft"

FAA president Mora* told the conventloni

understanding of banking
"Ve want a clear and sympathetic

m^g

the masses.

We want the masses supporting, not

trying to destroy the capitalistic system.

We want the

public
mys5>athy, not the suspicion of the
importance
Shore were reminders, in fact, of the
concern for public
of publio confidence and preachments of
in every
opinion in most Issues of the Bulletin and
time, there was
convention of the FAJU But, at the same
in the more
a great interest within the Association
mediate aspects of advertising and publicity techniques.
and IV, up until
Aad f as has been mentioned in Chapters III
convention and in
1933 the preponderance of dialogue at
more business
the Bulletin concerned the development of
Jlicity. Methods of
for banks through advertising SJ
the public
advertiaing services rather than of educating
the channels of
about banking and the techniques of using
than
communications for selling bank services rather
the greater
building public confidence in banks occupied
was not its most
amount of thk time—even if perhaps, it
central philosophy.

An editorial in the

A

stated, "Host
"itf -f"! *Wfo?P

Association
of the members of the Financial Advertisers
customers, and for
are primarily interested In getting new
a common
that reason the association activities make
plans.
meeting ground for new ideas and promotion

.
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Business Week reported in 195*:

a

year was the second

real convention held by the Association [?AA] in 19 years

of annual meetings*

or to 1935 its members were too

conscious of the traditions in bank advertising to go

beyond round-table discussions of advertising techniques

sad exchange of ideas and figures on results from different
sised types and various styles of border*

Although both of these statements are exaggerations
of the activities of the FAA* they do spotlight the main

thrust of the Association prior to 1933*
But, perhaps there was a practical reason for this

emphasis*

The field of financial advertising was young*

and advertising in other businesses was used primarily at
this time for product promotion*

to* why should the banks

not also expect immediate results from their expenditures

on advertising and publicity in the form of increased
business and increased profit

tMQT

apparently di

Walter Greenough* assistant to the president*

Fletcher Savings and 2rust Co., Indianapolis, in 1924
said a banker told him that "1 recognise the bank has a

responsibility to the community, in addition to the
earnings and profits for their stockholders* but I fear
that many advertising man are making thoir responsibilit
to the community paramount to their responsibility to the

stockholders. *•
Robert Lindquist remembered in 19

;

sat

in the
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1920s bankers were sayins, "We are spending all this money

for advertising*

Are we get tine *ay business out of it?

Let's figure that our ads have to pay their own way*
I

into this kind of situation* the financial

advertising man in order to survive had to show some
tangible results*

therefore, it seems likely he would be

looking for new ways to produce those results, while

perhaps submerging his desire to form a broader base of
public understanding and confidence in his institution.
And, the ssajorlty of the FAA progress reflected this

dilemma of its members*

It gave them mostly grist for

short-range survival*
H. K. Lyon, advertising manager, Bankers Trust

Company of Sew York and president of the FAA in 193^* said:
We ourselves have been in part to blame for the
<*as c
years during which
unimportant.
pretty generally
We have talked
ourselves, exchanged ideas and aw;,.
which have been helpful along many lines* We have
sorted effort to bring to the
made no genuine
tiono the
attention of seniors in our is
desirability— even the necessity of an adequate public
relations policy, and we have seen that unless this is
done the public remains in ignorance which at its worst
is translated into panic. It is our reapomslbili
and our privilege to seise
or public
enlightenment and to engender in our senior officers
not only a tolerance of, but an enthusiasm for such a
program. It i© this new opportunity, this new conception which should a..
..ing the public relations
Job in each institution where it belongs among the
foremost problems febmt fche ~r..-.ivitutiona must raee*
r the sake of each of us I bespeak the cooperation
of our membership in t
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ie

thrust and themes of the ?AA began to change

In 1935 f and the quote above la evidence of that movement*

Busineas Week wrote in 195*
Bank vice presidents in charge of public relations
chose the psychological moment [to sayj soaethir*
they have been waiting long years to say* Dhat was
that the real purpose of bank advertising was to tell
the story of banking to the public. 2his was the
keynote of their tfaa] recent nesting at Buffalo*
Upon conclusion of the program it drew up resolutions,
mostly meaningless, but inserted clearly Tor the
benefit of the boss were two of real significance* One
stated that a "new" conception of their function had
been perceived from the [convention] speakers* 21iie
sw* conception was that the public had a craving
for light on the involved and intricate subject of
banking* The second resolution dedicated the association to this. 8

Business weak also wrote that for
of the FAA had "sweated under the collar? to be at
the real problem of promoting a broad understanding of

banking problems, to start telling customers what a bank
was, why and how it should be used*

felt that the ban

A year ago it was

utoriua had cleared the air suffi-

ciently that some frank discussion of a bank's relations

with the press and the public night be undertaken*

2hls

year's convention was another step in the same direction* "••
One bank public relations man expressed the TAX 9 9
role in his personal effort to cultivate public confidence

in 1955s
Our sole job becomes one of education and good
will*
;he last three years I have stressed this
very thing In ay annual recommendations* However, I
don't think our president was really won to my aids
until I sent him, about two months ago, a mimeographed

:....»,

fj

1M
report of a survey sent out by the FAA. 2he survey
showed that out of 300* only eight per cent expressed
any definite congaendatioa of banks* As a result, our
president feels that the preponderance of our advertising and publicity should be designed along educational and good will lines, therefore, it was the WAA
which really swung our president to mar way of thinking—
which way I thoroughly believe is right.

The FAA continued to stress the need for compre-

hensive public relations programs after 1933*

Another possible indicator of FAA perf omance and
influence is its activities with other larger and store

prestigious organisations within the banking community.
If it could be shown that the FAA was Influential in

promoting the idea of the need for more and better
advertising and public relations within larger banking
organisations and if it could be shown that the FAA

simulated these organisations to action in promoting these
ideas among their members, then one sight reasonably

conclude that the FAA had some influence upon the acceptance
of these ideas aaong the banking community at large*

m senior and most influential banking association
is, and has been, the American Bankers Association (ABA)

with its American Institute of Banking (AIB).

Another

prominent bankers* organisation is the Investment Bankers

Association of America (I3A).

Business Weak in 1936 wrote, "2he ABA is the leader

Mfl
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in financial public relations in the country, followed

closely by the state banking associations which cooperate

with the ABA."**

It emphasised that the ABA had evolved

a series of advertisements to be used by local beaks to
explain their operations*
ABA.

It mentioned the efforts of the

in stressing customer relatione

ejanytir

its members and

the efforts of the AIB in stressing the importance of

employee relations,

-burden Edwards, director of the

ABA

public relatione department in 1936, wrote also of that
series of institutional advertisements*

He mentioned the

publicity department of the ABA and its efforts in fostering
publication of sound informative material about banking,
and he reported on the ABA's Constructive Customer Halations

program.**

Share is evidence that the FAA had a prominent

role in each of the programs mentioned in Business Weak
and by Edwards.
It would appear that the interest of the ABA in

advertising and public relations began in 1919*

ABA

president Hichard •• Hawes created the ABA Public Relations
Committee (sometimes called commission) whose purpose was
to keep the members of the ABA "acquainted with the

association's vast work and thereby to make them more

appreciative of their membership, to create a better

understanding between the public and the bank and to
foster and encourage the fine science of advertising by
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member banks and trust coH$N*nles*

,!

2he principal members

or this coiaaittee vara members of the
members of the ABA*

FM

who ware also

2he chairman was Francis aisson, and

among tha members ware K. £* Holdemess, W* &• Horefcouse,

and Fred Ellsworth, who at one tioe or another all served
as FAA president.

In addition mere than 50 FAA members

accepted appointments to the ABA publicity committee,

created at the same time.*

3aon remained chairman for

five years*

Francis 3isson has been quoted extensively in this
thesis*

He was an early member of the FAA, a frequent

contributor to the Bulletin , and a speaker before several

FAA conventions.

He was a pioneer in financial advertising

and public relations*

Aisson, a native of Gaiesburg, 111*,

graduated from Knox College and did graduate work at
Harvard*

He was the editor and publisher of the Galeabura

York as vice-president and general manager of the H* £«

Lesan Advertising Agency*
president of the Guarani.

Prior to his becoming vicest Company, Hew 'fork, he was

assistant chairman of the Advisory Committee of the

Association of Hallway Executives*

In addition to being

the chairman of the ABA Public Halations Committee, which

was responsible for publishing the ABA Journal * he was
president of the trust Oogamy Division of the ABA and

chairman of the ABA Publicity Oomaittee***
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In 1920 the EIA at the request ot the ABA brought
its advertising exhibit
;•

e

ABA convention in Washington,

At the same convention advertising was given a place

on the program*

A conference of bank advertising sua

publicity was conducted the second evening of the convention

and was presided over by Holdemess*

One of the chief

speakers at the conference was Herbert §« Houston who

congratulated Holdemess from the podium saying, "I want
to congratulate you on the great work that has been dons*
It is surely a crowning of your long and patient labor

that the American Bankers Association today* in the capital
of the Republic* has made possible this meeting where

advertising and your advertising association are fittingly

and properly honored* *•
he spoke at the 1921

'

2TAA

Houston was lass inhibited when
convention

m

achieved the

impossible last winter in having a public session of the

convention of the American Bankers Association devoted to
advertising*
2h* relationship between the ABA and the ?AA

continued to grow closer*

In 1921 the ABA requested the

?AA to prepare a special meeting on financial publicity
for its Los Angeles convention*

By 1921 , following the

lead of the ABA, many state bankers associations invited
FAA members to speak before their conferences*

qptf

Kc?adden spoke at the Alabama state Bankers Convention,
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Williaa Hose spoke In Indiana, B«
aoglaad, and

?AA speakers a

•

.

Morgan In Illinois*

stradge In Sow

Share ware other

oh Carolina and Waat Virginia meetings

and at other state conventions throughout the years* 4 *
In 1922 the ABA requested the ?AA to prepare a set

of advertisements that could be used by its State Bank
Division.

£he advertisements were prepared by the ?AA

and accepted by the ABA.

fhey were distributed not only

to the state Bank Division but to all members of the ABA.**

Siason, as chairman of the Public Halations Committee v

wrote to the ?AA president:

'1

take this occasion to

nxpxmmB my appreciation of the splendid work you and your

associates have done in this matter and perhaps I understand

better than moat people how much hard work this sort of
job involves.

1 am glad to eatress the thanks and

appreciation of the Public delations commission and to
that extent of the ABA for this efficient service which I

wish you would please communicate to those who ware
associated with you in it.
In 192$ Siason was still chairman of the Public

Halations Commission with Charles Gaasoa, W*

ft*

Baton,

laworth, Hoidernesst Morehouse, and Quy Bmaraaa as

members.

All except Guy Emerson were FAA members*

Guy

Emerson, a pioneer bank public relations practitioner and

vice-president, National Bank of Commerce, New York City,
in 1919, who served as Director of Publicity for the
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iberty Bond drives, for soae reason not

World Un

ascertained chose to reaaiii outside the FAA.

Qurden

Edwards at this tine was secretary of the oom&issic

Arthur Walton, SUswi

and Holdernees had also been

appointed to the ABA subcommittee on publicity and
advertising* 44

In

at the Midwest Conference of the ABA

193fr

Savings Bank Li virion in Ghicagc, financial advertising

was featured*

Several JfAA members gave presentations on

newspaper advertising, outdoor advertising , lobby and
window displays*

0. I* iiande

publicity manager of

the Union Saras* Company, Cleveland, a

"Industrial Savings. "

Charles

ABA Savings Bank Division, stated,

member, spoke em

.FAA

3pe,
-'The

president of the
chairman of the

ttidwest Conference was assisted by a committee in which

FAA members took an active part,

fhe conference was so

successful that it bids fair to become an annual event."

In 1931 «• R. Morehouse was appointed chairman of
the Committee on Bank Promotion of the ABA Savings Bank
Division.

In 1935 the FAA prepared an employee relations

manual for the ABA that became the basic text for a course
at the American Institute of Banking-

£hat same year

r

H. A. Lyon, then president of the FAA, told FAA convention

delegates:
3 FAA was primarily responsible for the contents
of the series of public relations conferences for the
bank staff, nam being distributed through the American

,
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3ankers Association. In a number of cities it was
through members of our Association that public relations
natters were aandled during; the bank cioratoriuis and
other critical periods • Our aid, as a group, has been
offered and accepted by officials of the American
Bankers Association, 2he Association of &***r*9
--rate Fiduciary Associations and
Bankers, local
.ate and/or District Banking groups* And to that I
might add recently the federal Trade Commission, which
asked our advice in drawing up rules and regulations
covering the advertising of new securities.

In 1924 the FAA cooperated with the ABA in the

preparation of a book entitled Constructive Customer
Islatiene *

F* H* Shepherd, executive manager of the ABA

at that tine reported that "a copy of Constructive,

CuslMNM& Relations has been made available to every member
of the Association [ABAJ.

Ovev three thousand banks have

secured their book together with lecture notes developed
in actual practice* "**

3&e FAA also worked with other banking organisations*

In 1921 the FAA showed Its exhibit at the IBA convention

and placed a speaker on the program*

Kiss Ethel it Geulley

of both the FAA and IBA commented in 1923:
Out of that exhibit md out of that first merchandising speech which resulted from activities of the
Advertisers Association there has grown the educational
and publicity committee of the Investment Bankers
Association which you know has now authorised and
raised a quarter of a ssillien dollars appropriation to
put on their cooperative advertising campaign* She
FAA was directly responsible for the increased interest
in advertising and merchandising on the part of the
Investment bankers* 46
,

ittredge, FAA president in 1924, reported in

the Bulletin that the FAA was represented on the IBA
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commit teas to raise the £21X5,000 and to direct the plana

for the advertising campaign*
At the thirty-first annual convention of the

American Institute of Banking in Ohicago in 1933» two

mUMm
advertising*

maMi teratoid be hnmlmmem

Aflf«Mjlattram£

mi

Both were conducted by members of the FAA*

H* A. Lyon spoke on "Public Eolations'' and

•Trust Development. B *

tf.

H* Seal on

s

In 1930 the FAA prepared a series of advertisements
in cooperation with the Qhica^o Journal of

Cfraraegce

designed to revive confidence and stimulate buying in the
securities market.

The advertisements were sent to

leading metropolitan newspapers throughout the United
States. 09

In 19^7 the FAA, led by Dale Brown* a former FAA
president and vice-president of the National City Sank,
Cleveland, conducted a course in public relations for the

Central states School of Banking at the University of
2he course covered employee relations • customer

Wisconsin*

relations, publicity, advertising, and research* **

Individual members of the FAA gained recognition

soth in and out of banking circles*

In 1920 W* frank

Kc&ure, Chicago manager of the publicity department of
the Ft* Dearborn National Bank, became the chairman of the
national Advertising Commission of the AAC&W*

In that same

year John ling, Jr., an FAA founder, became a vice-president
J
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of the AAC&V.

.

Hecht, vice-president, Hibemia Bank

and Xrust Company, Hew Orleans, in 1918 was president of
the American Institute of Banking*

£ave 3. Hat thews,

publicity manager, rarmers and Merchants Bank of Stockton,
Calif., was elected vice-president of the Pacific Coast

Advertising Club that year.

Hiss Jessimime G. Hoagland

was president of the Women's Advertising Club of Chicago

in 1921.

/red

-J

taker, manager of the publicity department,

Commerce X'rust Company-, Kansas City, was appointed

chairman of the committee on publicity and advertising of
the Missouri Bankers Association.

In 1922 A.

.

Helton,

publicity director, Continental and Commercial Bank, was
complimented by the American Academy of Political and Social

Science for his work as editor and chief of the January,
1922, volume of ^ff

ftnfiffiiVf

wllicli

&Ucussed the Federal

Baser ve System. R *
2his list could be extended, but the examples above

seem sufficient to show that WAX members were active in
positions of responsibility both in and out of the banking
community.
It was, in fact, the policy of the FJLk to become

involved in the affairs of other organisations and to
encourage individual members to do the same*

In 1933 a

Contact Commission was appointed within the FAA 'for the

purpose of working with the officers, directors mo&
ibership in spreading the philosophy of good public

.
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relations and public education in sat tors of banking and
finance; and for the purpose of coordinating our efforts

and activities wit}; those of other banking fraternities

both state and national . "

A member from each state was

appointed to act as liaison for the Contact Oosamission in
that particular state. B *
In 1953 the Federal 2rade Commission requested the

assistance of the FAA in formulating regulations in the
becuritiea Act of 1933 "through which the law would be
effective."

%ecifically t the FAA v s assistance was

requested regarding the drafting of the regulation
concerning new Issue advertisements*

Joseph J* Levin or

A* I* Becker and Goapany, Chicago, represented the FAA at

the Federal Sxade Commission meetings*

He reported in

detail about the Act at the 1953 ?AA convention*

He told

FAA delegates what the Act would mean to financial advertisers in the investment business •**

From the foregoing one must state that the ?AA was
recognised within the financial community as a body of
eaqperts in advertising and public relations, and that it

played a role in the programs of financial organisations
larger and more prestigious than itself.

Share were no surveys completed during the time

period of this thesis on the quality of performance or
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level of influence of the FAA within the linking coma,

nity*

There were, however t statements made about the

Assoc iation during the course of its history by sen both

inside and outside the

reported earlier*

.
.

,

some of which have been

It is realised that these are purely

opinion and that many

stay

have been influenced by a

loyalty to the Association*

However, others, though still

opinion, sees to be unprompted by men who apparently did

not have anything to gain

fey

either critical or compli-

mentary statements about the FAA*

Although it is realised

also that statements ^j individuals are not confirmation
of the performance or influence of an organisation* neither
is it considered wise to ignore them entirely

*

or,

combined with other indicators of performance and influence

they could, if chosen with care, add another window
the value of the PAA.

ix:

therefore, it seems both prudent and

proper to quote selectively individuals who have commented
on the FAA over the years*
which follow, thio write:

In selecting the statements
k

into consideration the

position of the person quoted and whether or not a compli-

mentary statement would enhance that position*

statements

by officers of the Association who were either in office
or going out of office were discarded because It was felt
that what they might say about their Association would be

colored to some degree by their positions*

2his is not to
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statements chosen for the following were on the basis of

probable impartiality and the position of the man making
the statement*

Louie Wiley, busiaeee manager of the New Xork 2?imes
in 1923 said, "I think the Association of Financial Adver-

tising (FAA) has dene acre to develop truth in advertising

then any other agency*

Frank

II.

Fayant, vice-president,

Thomas F* Logan, lac*, Hew York, cited A* D* Wei ton,

Frank Sisson, George Hoberts, and Leonard Ay era as
pioneers in trying to teach the public and bankers good
economic principles*

All but Hoberts were members of the

fAA***

Xn 1927 Lawrence F* Smith, president, Central
Savings Bank of Detroit, said, "I think this change in
attitude on the part of bankers is due in no small measure
to you, ladies and gentlemen of the financial Advertisers

Association* "••

In 1927 Herbert Shryer, editor of

Burroughs dearima gemma , said, "From each convention,
this year in West Bend, we return in Increasing wonder how

any bank which recognises the importance of profiting from
the experience of others and keeping abreast of the times

can afford to be without membership and accredited representation in the Association.

"e c

Share were also critical remarks*
J* A* Abernath

In 1921

:o-p resident, First national Bank of

Fordyce, Ark*, sal &,

or the Country Banker membership in
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the ABA Is Just that, Just the fact that ha can say that

ha is a member of the
or the

FU,

AM

and also the ease is almost true

fhe #AA must devote more time to the problems

or the country bankers.

bad* one has already read in

this chapter the 1934 Business Weal

aidem that the ?AA

conventions prior to 1933 lacked depth*
But, others were complimentary*

James J. Pesicka,

president, depositors State Bank, Chicago, said of the FAA

in 1926s
It has helped us to form, in advance a definite
advertising program. It has suggested concrete methods
of building up each department. It has fortified
policies about which we were doubtful. It has
corrected mistakes of policy which we were making*
It has saved us money by pointing out ineffective
advertising often participated in h^r banks. .From its
conventions and meetings we have secured definite and
tangible suggestions which we could fit into our own
problr*

In 1928 Henry E. Hayes, president, Investment

Association of America, wrote of the FAAj
Advertising is a great creative force, with educational and merchandising attributes, and has attained
a high degree of specialisation* It is for this
reason that an organisation such as the Financial
Advertisers Association is of economic and social
Importance, to Increase and apply efficiency and fair
play, for the general good as well as for the prosperity
of reputable financial institutions.**

Frank F. Brooks, president, Pennsylvania Bankers
Association, and president of the fifWt National Bank of
Pittsburgh, said in 1935
I say, too, honestly, that merely coming to this
convention [1935 2 AA convent ion J has etched upon my
mind a lesson in perspective that I shall not forget.
s
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2here is no banker in America, worthy of the name, who
is not vitally interested in the problems and policies
which are to he discussed here. It has taken me
twenty years to discover that here is a superlative
intellectual y and vastly experienced forum, where I
ma:>- bring one of my most important problems for
clinical examination and constructive help.**

In 1940 Robert H. Hanes 9 president of the Wachovia

Bank and Trust Company, Winston 3alem, Horth Carolina..

I feel that the banks of this country are indebted
to the Financial Advertisers Association for its
pioneering efforts and accomplishments in a field
which, until a few years ago was largely without
appreciation or adequate recognition. Prior to the
decade of the thirties* we heard very little of the
functions of public relations in banking institutions*
But— thanks to your persistence—-to which of course
was added the urgent necessities of the times, that
function has now become a matter of major consideration
by bank management,

She foregoing; indicators and other factors

discussed in Chapters II. III. and IV of this thesis will

be used in arriving at certain conclusions about the
performance and influence of the FAA during the period
1915-19^7 •
chapter.

Shese conclusions will follow in the next
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Ibis chapter will suaaarise the foregoing material

and will state conclusions*
The pre-1900 banker did little communicating with
the public and in general was little concerned with public

opinion.

xcept when he was backed into a corner , as during

the 1850*3 Siddle- Jackson Bank war or over the issue of
the Sherman Silver Act in 1893, he did not try to sway

public opinion nor explain his point of view or his
business*

He dealt generally with a United clientele

that did not include usually the "Mr. Average Han."

And.

because of this he saw no u@^d to advertise or to court

public favor.
face.

Generally he did his coasauai eating face-to-

What is more, he considered hiaself a professional

aan in league with the doctor and lawyer, rather than a
businessman akin to the merchant and canufacturer.

inere

were exceptions, but they only served as contrast to the
mere usual, which was responsible for an unfavorable
stereotype of the banker.
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2he banker considered advertising vulgar and crude

and beneath hie dignity,

Even when the country wee

becoming more urbanised and industrial ised near the turn
of the twentieth century, the hanker for the most part

maintained this posture he called "conservative;

After the turn of the century the banker began to
realise that his markets could possibly be larger 9 as well
as his profits , if he could draw acre customers to hie
bank.

Competition with other banks became keener*

Xhe

banker started to advertise and seek more publicity,
however haltingly*

k few hired specialists in advertising

and publicity, usually eas-newspaperjaen, or they drew on
personnel within their own organisations who showed an
interest in the promotion fiel

uring this peri

advertising, which had been "In the hands of charlatans *

was becoming more respectable*

fhis might have influenced

the banker in his move into advertising and publicity,

but more likely it was the realisation that there were

more prof its to be made through advertising and publicity.

3y the time the FAA was organised in 1915 there
were many banks throughout the country that were advertising and who had men working in the capacity of adver-

tising or publicity managers.

2he bank promotion men who

founded the FAk and their colleagues felt

the;,

were the

stepchildren of the advertising world and little

appreciated in the financial community.

They organised to
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better both situations and to lift the caliber of financial
advertising and publicity.

They dedicated themselves to

study advertising and to the proposition of truth in
advertising,
who had a

d^p

Bmi founders of the FAA were ambitious men,

belief in the need for banks to tell their

story to the public and to increase their markets through

mass communications*

2hey were almost evangelical in their

desire to inculcate this feeling among the bankers of the
country.

2aey were definitely pioneers in a field that

at the time the FAA was organised had little recognition

within the banking community.
world War I with its widespread use of advertising

and publicity techniques to sell Liberty Bonds seemed to
convince many bankers that they should es§>loy these
techniques in their businesses after the war.

'2h&j

logically looked for assistance in a field in which they

had little knowledge and no tradition.

!2he

PAA was the

only hanking organisation devoted to advertising* publicity,
and related fields.

£he membership of the ?AA grew

ampidly during and after the war.

She reason for this

rapid growth is difficult to pinpoint.
the performance of the FAA.

-,

It ai^Ht have been

nore likely it was due

to outside forces caused by the war.

2he FAA was organised

at precisely the right time to take advantage of a q*rv
*

phenomenon. World War I.

amrttt

But, if the rise in membership

was not due to the performance or influence of the FAA

xiatffl

.

h

i

M
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entirely, it is 3 till true that the FAA served a useful

purpose in the financial community at this time*

It

provided a forum in which the financial advertiser and
publicist could and did exchange ideas, learn more about
his trade and receive inspiration from men with similar

problems.

It also provided a ready pool of experienced

financial promotion men who could assist larger banking

organisations in their programs relating to advertising,
publicity, and public relations*

During its early years, until 1933 1 the FAA was for
the most part an advertising association, but not entirely*
Its interests, in fact, were broader than advertising and

public! -^

"2hey

encompassed functions that today normally

would bs classed as a part of public relations-— community
relations, employee relations, customer relations, pseudo
events, press relations, and the concern about public

confidence and trends of public opinion,

nevertheless,

until 1933 one could not call the FAA a public relations

association*

After 1933* although still operating under

the "advertising

public relations*

label, the esqphasis of the

'VAA

was on

As of 1933 it had become a national

financial public relations association*
It is unfortunate that the FAA

name sooner.

iot

change its

For, operating under the title of "adver-

tising," it not only drew people who were more interested
in that field, but made the understanding of its broader
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interests ^ore difficult within the financial community.
2hla may have contributed to its lack of preparation for

the 1929 Crash and the 1953 Bank Holiday by creating an

emphasis on the immediate techniques and results of
advertising, rather than the more fundamental factors of

judging and reacting to public opinion and creating public

confidence in banks*
The FA* did not sufficiently prepare its members

for the likely eventuality of a crisis, even though there

was acre than enough historical precedent*

Furthermore,

Br. David Friday at the 1925 FAA convention actually

predicted a depression.

But, the FAA apparently did not

take seriously this note of pessimism, and there was no

attempt on the part of this professional association to
develop programs for use in the event of financial crisis.
The FAA, like the financial community, appeared to be

concerned more with programs designed to increase patronage

and profits than with the more unhappy thoughts of

possible financial panic.

The FAa did fail its membership

and the financial community in this regard.
Sven with the heavy blanket of advertising and

publicity designed to bring people to the bank, there were
enlightened opinions in the fAk during the 1920s that held

banks should concentrate more heavily on educating the

public about the business of banking in order to gain public
understanding rather than just public participation.

But,
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those opinions apparently vara only cries into the wind of

profit and oapedienc,»

2hey ware vindicated, however, in

1929-1933.

Sbe FAA membership took a deep dive after the 1929
Crash.

decline.

There could be a combination of reasons for this

Share were bank failures and mergers, there was

a decrease in the use of advertising generally, and the
banker seemed to retreat into his shell of public silence,
circa 1890.

One might also state that the membership

declined because some of the members lost faith in the

Association or were disenchanted with its services.
there la no real evidence of this.

But,

It seems mere likely

that, as after World War X, when membership rose, member-

ship declined after the Crash because of outside social

and economic forces.

After the 1933 Bank Holiday, bankers seemed to
realise that public confidence in banks had been destroyed

and that it was imperative that they do something about
restoring that confidence.
rise again in 193^.

2hs FAA membership began to

3d would be hazardous to say that it

was the influence of the FAA that brought about this
realisation among bankers and that because of this influence
membership rose.

It does seem that the FAA was ahead of

the banking community at large in voicing the need for

restoring public confidence and the U99& for continuing,
comprehensive public relations programs.

And, as after
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the only banking organisation

devoted to advertising and public relations,

therefore,

it seems likely that if its influenoe was not paramount

in convincing bankers of the need for cultivating public

confidence, it did serve a useful purpose once again as a

forum for bankers and their public relations and advertising managers to learn sore about public relations and

advertising and to receive some inspiration in these fields*
2he FAA heavily promoted more interest in public
relations among its members and bankers in general and

provided programs to increase the professionalism of its
members in public relations after 1933*
The services the FAA provided its membership both

before and after 1933 » with the exception of a lack of

a crisis plan, are the strongest accomplishments of the
FAA.

She Bulletin . Folio Exhibit, the many services

provided through the Central Office, the Kesearch Committee
and the conventions, with their Reports of Proceedings
gave the PAA members a great opportunity to increase their

proficiency ia advertising and public relations and to
learn more about banking and economics.

In this regard

the FAA was a valuable professional forum for financial

public relations and advertising men.

The "degree to which

it was valuable was dependent, of course, upon the bent of

each individual member.

But, the faa did provide the

opportunity for increased professionalism*

As it can be
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by some of the statements quoted in this thesis,
men did appreciate the work of the FAA.
The question still remains, though, what was the

degree of influence of the FAA in developing the techniques
of public relations and advertising and of instilling a

belief in the need for advertising and public relations
among bankers.

Business Week has given the ABA the

largest share of credit for stimulating public relations
and advertising thinking within the banking community*

It

is likely that this is valid when considering the entire

banking community.

-Jhe

ABA was auch larger, richer, and

sore prestigious than the FAA and, therefore, was able to
reach more bankers than the FAA.

It did promote the use

of advertising techniques and the need for comprehensive

public relations and public education programs.

-Jhrough

its American Institute of Banking, it provided courses in

employee and customer relations.
But, it does seem that the FAA played a significant

part in the ABA programs and that it must share in the
credit given the ABA.

It does seem that it was the FAA

and individual FAA members, who espoused the FAA objectives,

which stimulated the ABA into action in regard to advertising and public relations.

vided

It was FAA members who pro-

the professional expertise to head and man the early

committees within the ABA that initiated the ABA programs.
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2he FAA wrote much of the literature that was used in the

employee and customer relations programs of the ABA*

It

assisted the ABA in developing institutional advertising
that could be distributed to ABA member

In addition the FAA seemed to stimulate the

Investment Bankers Association and many state banking

associations throughout the country in their thinking
about advertising and public relations

The ?AA also added to the literature of the fields

of public relations and advertising.

2his literature

includes the monthly PAA Bulletin and the annual convention

Bemmrt of Proceedings , which, judging from the research
this writer has done* are some of the most comprehensive

works on financial advertising and public relations.

2hey

would seem to be of substantial value to scholars in public
relations, advertising, and United states banking history.
obert Llndouist in 1969 characterized the

relationship between the FAA and the ABA concerning their

respective influences on the ban
tising and public relations.

soaaaunity in adver-

He said, "The ABA had a

broad influence , but the FAA's influence was deeper.

I,s

By this he seemed to mean that the ABA, through its large
membership, reached more people in
to stimulate their thinking.

banking community

But, the FAA provided the

professional expertise to make thi

;sihle and, in

addition, etimulated a greater degree of professionalism
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noons those

am

and advert:.

who wars the financial public relations

managers.

In conclusion, it

was

tli©

bo stated that the Skk

I

pioneer national association in financial

advertising an

lie relations.

were broader than a

A:

gfc

ising almost fx

its interests
i©

date of its

foundation, it was essentially an advertising association

until 1933.

1933 through 19^7 it was truly a public

relations association.

2he

HA

did stimulate the use of

advertising and public relations techniques and a belief

in a need for comprehensive public relations programs
within the financial communit;?, but

id this soar-

through larger financial organisations.

The FA& provided

a forum in which financial advertising and public relations
men could increase their knowledge of advertising
relations, and banking and

greatest strange

tiu

..xpa,

was its
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jrsonal int«s*viaw with ^©fcert Lindquiat,
Ootofcar, 1969* Chicago, 111.

Thlm epilogue Is written because this writer feels

an obligation to give

Ms

opinions about the current trends

in bank public relations and the trend within tne
Association.

Public delations Association in 19#?, is continuing,

She

Association, since 196!; called the Bank Public Halations

and Marketing Association, has continued to grow and its
interests to broaden.

It is this writer's observation

that the Association is moving now more and sore toward

something called marketing and in the process further from
true public relations.

Xhere is at present some disagree-

ment within the Association about the future course it

should take*

Borne

seem to feel it should become the Bank

Marketing Association, dropping the term "public relations"

from its title*

Others, Hobert Lin&quist for one, seas

this as a dangerous trend* J
agree with

!lr.

2his writer is inclined to

Lindquiat.

Marketing, ill-defined even by those using the

term in the financial community, seems to be nothing more
than the merchandising of a product.

That is, in

developing programs to sell the services of the financial
158
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educating the

Mr* Lindguist has said that bank marketing man

feel that public relations is a tool of sarketin
If this is an accurate assessment of the trend in

the Association and in the financial community, it ls f in
the opinion of this writer, most unfortunate*

For* in

observing this trend and the preponderance of bank

advertising and publicity, which seeas to be a high-

pitched search for patronage almost to the eoeelualon of
institutional considerations* one can only think of the
similar psychology that prevailed during the 1920s under
the umbrella of advertising*
It is the opinion of this writer that if this

trend toward «arketin@-~and the use of the term to include

public rel at ions—-continues* there will be a serious
drifting away from the precepts of public relations, away

from the overt seeking of public confidence through
understanding, to the less socially conscious activities
of product promotion that prevailed in the 1920s*
iwsi^pip'"Si(e>\A

as^pM^tjkr ^p*s

a;

wAA^jNpa

«ipHA»a**io

relations with the public*

w«e*apw>-*p*

ap^^s

^f

<a» ^bf

*pp»

%rB*a» ^pw^pf ^r^is

If this
*a*ap»

wfca^s«aipfc

And* if the Bank Public

Halations and Marketing Association should be a part of
this trend, in the opinion of this writer, it will have

contributed to eventual trouble for the financial co^ssunity.
For, even if it is only partially true that history repeats

itself, banks aay find themselves in the same position in
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which they were in 1933—* if not economically, then at

least with regard to congressional and public opinion*
,r

this reason* continued study of financial

public relations and the Bank Public delations and
Marketing Association by scholars in public relations
would seem warranted*

•

'...•
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